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COMMERCIUM: COMMERCE DEPARTMENT SOCIETY 

About the society 

“Live as you were to die tomorrow and learn as you were to live forever.”  

- Mahatma Gandhi 

Ever heard of a massive college society that provides opportunities to host events 

and organize events at the college level thrive marketing cum promotion skills 

and also become a blogger. 

COMMERCIUM- The Commerce Society of PGDAV College (DU) is one such 

society with the motto of “WHERE IGNITED MINDS THRIVE”. It stands as 

the biggest society in the college and one of the top 10 biggest departmental 

societies at Delhi University. With years of legacy, Commercium aims to 

impromptu intellectual and social activities among students and leaves no stone 

unturned to harness their skills. 

We purpose seminars, and orientations and leave no insightful excursions. 

 

Core Team 

Faculty Members 

 Ticher-in-Charge: Dr.Rakesh Kumar 

 Convenor : Dr. Varun Gautam 

 Co-convenor : Ms. Gitu Nijhawan 

 Member : CS Pradeep Dubey 

 Member : Dr. Ritu Tanwar 

 Member : Dr. RVS Chuimila 



Student Coordinator 

 President : SreeHari Nair 

 Vice-President : Tarang Jain 

 Secretery : Samay Jain 

 Secretery : Saumya Jain 

 Joint - Secretary : Harsh Sharma 

 Joint - Secretary : Isha Aggarwal 

 Treasurer : Muskan Advani 

 Treasurer : Virang Gupta 

 Student Co-Ordinator : Surabhi Tiwari 

 Student Co-Ordinator : Komal Hasija 

Major events organised 

1. Talking about seminars 

a. Career Launcher conducted a seminar “DEMYSTIFYING MBA” on 29th 

August 2022 which provided progressive career options in the business 

domain and helped increase the brand value of the candidate before potential 

recruiters. 

b. A seminar on “Financial Literacy among India’s Youth” conducted by 

Booming Bulls on 23rd September 2022 provided an in-depth deliberation on 

the importance of having financial literacy towards achieving financial 

freedom from an early age. They touched upon the concept of the power of 

compounding which was noteworthy. 



c. A seminar on “Risk Management” was held on 11th January 2023 by GRMI 

Institute. The motive was to aware students about the prominent field of risk 

management. 

2. An incisive step of Visit to SEBI on 7th September 2022 with over 40 

students was a blend of lively learning. The resource person guided the 

students to build their capacity as investors and develop awareness to enable 

them to take an informed investment decision as SEBI is “Har Investor ki 

Taaqat”. 

 

3. A Visit by SEBI to celebrate World Investor Week 2022 on 12th October 

2022 in our college premises with the financial education initiatives of 

“Investors Resilience- A smart investor conducts research before investing and 

diversifies his portfolio.” 

 

4. Organized a Public Awareness Initiative on 22nd September 2022 in 

collaboration with the Reserve Bank of India and Central Bank of India 

on “BE(A)WARE- Be Aware and Beware! And EASE 5.0” where Mr S. N. Jha, 

Deputy Ombudsman, RBI; and Mr Keshav Khanna, AGM, Ombudsman, RBI 

along with other officials made the audience aware of the modus operandi and 

precautions to be taken against fraudulent transactions. 

 

5. Freshers Welcome and Orientation program arranged on 4th November 

2022 became a memorable event for the freshers and existing members too. It 

provided insightful information to balance academics with curriculum and 

extra-curricular activities. Students enjoyed Kathak from the Natraj Society, 

Bhangra and Rap-song from the Jalsa Society as well as an excellent Ad-mad 

play from the Navrang Society. 



6. A felicitation ceremony was organized on 9th December 2022 for the 

members of the society. The main intent of the ceremony was to congratulate 

the Executive team, Heads of departments and introduce freshers to the entire 

commercium family. 

 

7. Annual fest- YOUTH CONCLAVE 4.0: Rediscovering Bliss was organised 

on 19th January 2023 with great zeal. The event witnessed four eminent 

personalities from different fields like: 

i. IAS Sonal Goel, from a C.S. to a civil servant, who narrated stories from 

dealing with pessimistic relatives to being an AIR 13 in 2007 and believes that 

we all can contribute to society in a big or small form. 

ii. Captain Shivani Kalra, a versatile lady, an Airline pilot, a TEDx speaker, 

and a vogue face who loved heights, working at Operation Ganga and flying to 

show the height of courage by evacuating Indian students from the Ukraine 

war 

iii. A finance freak and an entrepreneur, Mr Anmol Sharma, founder and CEO 

of Finlight; 

iv. Gaurav Mankoti aka Void, a writer, a dancer and finally an eminent rapper, 

who inspired the inquisitive young minds and creates an atmosphere of 

incredible learning. 

This unstoppable Gala gathered lots of admiration and became 

sensational, and months of hard work for every member of society paid 

off well. 

 

 

 

 



One Day Seminar on “Demystifying MBA” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



One Day Seminar on “Demystifying MBA”  

 

29th August, 2022 

COMMERCIUM, the Commerce Society of PGDAV College, organized a 

seminar on “DEMYSTIFYING MBA” on 29th August, 2022, Monday in the 

New Seminar Hall of the college premises. It was the very first offline event of 

Commercium of the session, 2022-23. This career counselling session 

organized under the supervision of our Convenor, Mr. Varun Gautam, focused 

on MBA which provides progressive career option in the business domain as 

well as increase brand value of the candidate before potential recruiters. The 

programme started at 10 am with the lamp lightening to seek blessings from 

goddess Saraswati by Principal, Prof. Krishna Sharma; Chief Guest and 

speaker, Mr. Navneet Anand, Teacher-in-charge, Dr Rakesh Kumar and other 

dignitaries.  

After kindling the lamp, Mr. Navneet Anand was welcomed on the stage and 

was felicitated by Principal ma’am with a sapling, followed by Dr. Rakesh 

Kumar, TIC, who then felicitated principal ma’am with a sapling as a token of 

reverence. The session then proceeded with the uplifting words of Mr. Pradeep 

Kumar Dubey. 

The Guest speaker, Mr. Navneet Anand, is a Head, MBA division, in Career 

Launcher. He is an MBA- BTech with 16 years of experience primarily in 

Retail Banking sector. He is alumnus of Narsee Monjee Institute of 

Management Studies (NMIMS). He briefed the students about the concept of 

MBA, its eligibility criteria, the top MBA colleges and the future prospects in 

this field. Since MBA offers specialization in many different business and 



management streams, it is essential to weigh all the pros and cons of each 

before making a hasty decision. Further, he discussed about Niti Aayog 

internship which will help students to enhance their skills and will help them to 

improve their CVs. He also gave insights of how reading habits are an 

important part of one&#39;s life. The session was interactive followed by 

Question-Answer session. This helped the students in shaping their minds for 

the future. The programme wrapped up around 12pm. The session concluded 

with the vote of thanks from the Co-Convener, Ms. Gitu Nijhawan. 

We received a total of 354 registrations out of which 158 appeared during 

seminar. The ratio of boys and girls was 54:46. 

 

 



One Day Seminar on “Demystifying MBA” 

 

 

 

 



EDUCATIONAL VISIT TO SECURITIES EXCHANGE BOARD OF INDIA 

(SEBI)  

7
th

 September 2022 

 

 

On September 7
th
, 2022, COMMERCIUM, the Commerce Society of PGDAV 

College, under the supervision of Mr. Varun Gautam, Convenor, organized an 

educational visit to SEBI, with 40 students from B. Com. (Hons) and B. Com. of 

the third and second year. They were accompanied by four faculty members: Dr 

Rakesh Kumar, Teacher-in-charge; Dr Rajni Jagota, Ms Gitu Nijhawan and Mr 

Saurabh. The objective of this visit is to provide valuable insights to our students 

into the functioning of SEBI and its role as a regulator of the capital market. The 

group reached its Northern Regional Office, NBCC Complex, East Kidwai Nagar, 

New Delhi – 110023, at 11 am by bus. The resource persons guided the students to 

build their capacity as investors and develop awareness to enable them to take an 

informed investment decision. They provided information about products, players, 

and participants in the securities market; the concept of mutual funds; regulators in 

the financial sector; grievance redressal system- SCORES; etc. It was emphasized 



that SEBI is “Har Investor ki Taaqat”. The interaction was followed by a Q&A 

round, which ended at about 1 pm. They arranged delicious Begali sweet boxes. 

We thanked them for their hospitality. We departed at 1:30 pm for the college. On 

a whole, the visit was beneficial for students and we can look forward to other such 

educational and informative trips. 

 

 



A Visit by SEBI to celebrate World Investor Week 2022 on 12th October 2022 

in our college premises 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Public Awareness Initiative on 22nd September 2022 in collaboration with 

the Reserve Bank of India and Central Bank of India on “BE(A)WARE- Be 

Aware and Beware! And EASE 5.0”  

 

 



YOUTH CONCLAVE 4.0 

 

 



 

 

 

 



INTERNAL STUDY FORUM, COMMERCE DEPARTMENT 

First off line Meeting of the Internal Study Forum, Commerce Department for the 

academic year 2022-23 was held on Thursday, 08th September 2022, at 02:00 PM 

in the library conference room of the PGDAV College.  The following members 

were present in the meeting. 

01.  Sh. Surendra Kumar 

02.  Dr. Rajni Jagota 

03.  Dr. Rakesh Kumar (Teacher-in- Charge) 

04.  Dr. Shashi Nanda 

05.  Dr. Akanksha Jain 

06.  Ms. Khushboo Aggarwal 

07.  Dr. Anindita Goldar 

08.  Ms. Bhawana Miglani 

09.  Ms. Kavita Singla 

10.  Sh. Pradeep Kr. Dubey 

11.  Dr. Sunil Kumar 

12.  Ms. Nisha Goel 

13.  Dr. Ritu Tanwar 

14.  Ms. Megha Mandal 

15.  Ms. RVS Chuimila 

16.  Ms. Suchitra Mehta 

17.  Ms. Gitu Nijhawan 

18.  Mr. Saurabh Kumar 

19.  Ms. Madhurika Verma 

20.  Dr. Aditi Bhateja 

21.  Ms. Charvi Jain 



22.  Dr. Reena Talwar 

An Offline presentation in Research Conference Room of the college was held 

under ISF. Presentation was delivered by our Faculty Member Dr. Reena of 

Commerce Department on the topic “Marketing Ethics: A study of Life Insurance 

Sector in India”. 

Presentation started with the introduction about the topic and in detailed 

explanation about the research methodologies used under the study. Dr. Reena 

talked about the Marketing ethics, thereby she explained about the existing gap 

between precept and practice of the life insurance sector, system and policies 

implemented by Life insurance companies to inculcate ethical behaviour amongst 

employees. She also explained about different research techniques used under the 

study like, Exploratory Factor Analysis, Confirmatory Factor Analysis, Mann-

Whitney Test and Krushal Wallis Test.   

The session was attended by good number of faculty members. Towards the end of 

the presentation queries and questions were taken from attendees.  

It was a well explained presentation by Dr. Reena. Sh. Surrender Kumar ended the 

session on the note, stressing on the importance of holding such sessions and also 

he proposed the idea to have critical examination for a defined time limit at the end 

of every presentation by attendees for upcoming sessions. 
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THE INDIAN CONTRACT ACT 1872 & REMEDIES 

FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT 

An online certificate course 16th January - 3rd February 2023 

This certificate course is systematically designed to provide in-depth knowledge 

about the provisions of the Indian Contract. It intends to familiarise the students 

with the techniques of drafting the contract. It intends to improve the 

understanding of students regarding Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) 

Techniques in case of breach of contract. 

PGDAV COLLEGE: THE ORGANIZER 

 

PGDAV College is one of the oldest constituents of the University of Delhi. It 

was established in 1957 with the vision of the Dayanand Anglo Vedic 

movement (DAV) for imparting world class education rooted in the Indian 

milieu. 

The College presents a bouquet of thirteen vibrant undergraduate and four 

postgraduate courses across twelve disciplines where it offers both the 

Honours and Programme degrees at the undergraduate level. We have a team 
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of committed and highly qualified teaching faculty and supporting staff. 

Along with rigorous academic and intellectual training, the College also 

provides co-curricular and cultural activities for the students. Our wards excel 

in sports, fine arts, music, dance, and theatre. The College consistently 

receives numerous accolades in sports and has nurtured and groomed students 

to achieve distinctions at national and international levels. 

 

Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) 

PGDAV College has been actively pursuing quality development, improvement, 

and sustenance goals right since its inception so as to deliver excellence in all its 

endeavours. In this background the cell has been internalized as an integral part 

of the institution’s systems and processes. The cell has calendar full of 

forthcoming events that will act as enablers and facilitators of quality 

management, especially in the sphere of dissemination and creation of 

knowledge. 

 

Short Term Certificate Course 

Business Law covers the rights and obligations of parties arising from business 

transactions. The Law of Contract is the most important branch of business law. 

It determines the circumstances under which promises made by contracting 

parties shall be legally binding on them. It also specifies remedies available 

against a person who fails to perform the contract. The law of contract ensures 

that whatever is promised shall be carried out by the parties. Thus, it ensures 

definiteness and certainty in business transactions. Moreover, most of the 

dealings of a common man are contractual in nature. Therefore, the law of 

contract affects the entire society. The understanding of the provisions of the 

Contract act is of great importance to all of us. The law relating to contracts in 

India is Indian Contract Act, 1872. The short-term course enhanced the 
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understanding of the student about provisions of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 

and remedies for the breach of Contract. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. (Dr.) Krishna Sharma 

Principal,  

PGDAV College 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Surender Kumar  

Bursar,  

PGDAV College 
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ANALYTICA TEAM 

                     

  Analytica Convener                Course Convener     Course Co- convener 

   Dr. Rakesh Kumar                 Dr. Mini Walia       Dr. Surender Singh 

  Associate Professor,                Associate Professor,                  Associate Professor, 

   PGDAV College     PGDAV College          PGDAV College 

 

Members 

1. Dr. Akansha Jain 

2. Ms.Nisha Goel 

3. Ms. Gitu Nijhawan 

4. Ms. Kavita Singla 

5. Dr.Sunil Kumar 

6. Ms. Charvi Jain 

7. Ms. Madhurika Verma 

8. Mr.Saurabh Kumar 

9. Dr. Reena Talwar 
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Inaugural 

The inaugural session of the 15-day and 30-hour short-term e-certificate course 

was held on 16th January 2023 at 4pm in virtual mode on Zoom platform. On 

behalf of the IQAC, PGDAV College and Team Analytica- The Research 

Society of the Department of Commerce, the session was inaugurated by our 

Principal ma’am, Prof Krishna Sharma ji and our Chief guest, Dean of Colleges, 

University of Delhi, Prof. Balaram Pani ji, under the supervision of Dr Rakesh 

Kumar, our teacher-in charge and Convenor of Team Analytica, and Dr Mini 

Walia, Course convenor. The session was attended by large number of students 

and other senior faculty members. 
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Day-1: 16
th
 January, 2023           Resource Person: Dr. Sushma Arora                                                 

The Indian Contract Act, 1872- Overview 

First session of Guest Speaker, Dr Sushma Arora, started at 4:30pm. She gave 

an inspiring presentation on the topic “The Indian Contract Act, 1872- 

Overview”. Her years of experience, depth of knowledge, and ability to present 

the material in an engaging manner made for one of the most memorable 

evenings of the session. The instructors and guest speakers were knowledgeable 

and engaging, and the course curriculum is tailored to provide students with the 

skills and knowledge needed to succeed in the industry. 
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Day-2: 17
th

 January 2023                             Resource Person Ms. Gitu Nijhawan

    Offer and Acceptance 

Once the students understood the meaning of Contract and Types of Contracts 

in the first session, subsequent sessions were organized on the topic “Offer and 

Acceptance” on Day2, i.e., 17th January 2023. The speaker for these sessions 

was “Ms. Gitu Nijhawan”, who is currently working as Assistant Professor in 

the Department of Commerce at PGDAV College.  

 

She explained the concept of offer and acceptance in a very simple language 

quoting lot of relevant examples to make the concept clear to the students. Her 

presentation included definition of offer, essential elements for making a valid 

contract, different types of offers, invitation to an offer, lapsation and revocation 

of an offer, types of acceptance, communication of acceptance along with 

relevant case laws related to the subject matter. The session was really 

informative for the students. 
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Day 3:18
th
 January 2023       Resource person:  Dr. Aakanksha Jain 

Doctrine of Consideration 

A virtual session-3 on “Doctrine of Consideration” was organized by Team 

Analytica. The speaker of the webinar was Dr. Aakanksha Jain, faculty member 

in the department of commerce, P.G.D.A.V. College, University of Delhi. The 

speaker Dr. Aakanksha Jain addressed the audience and students by sharing her 

presentation of Doctrine of Consideration. She took the session forward by 

sharing her vast knowledge about the relevance of Doctrine of Consideration in 

the Indian Contract Act-1872, essential elements of consideration, determinants, 

essential rules regarding consideration, exceptions of the doctrine of 

consideration and privity of consideration.  She had also highlighted some ways 

to empower the students in knowing the practical implications of the 

consideration in Indian Contract Act-1872. She had also explained some vital 

keys which should be kept in mind while exchanging goods and services. 
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Day 4: 20
th
 January 2023              Resource person:  Dr. Rajni Jagota 

Contractual Capacity of Parties 

An online short-term course on Indian Contract Act 1872 & Remedies for 

breach of contract was held on Zoom platform of PGDAV College. On day 4 

the presentation was delivered by resource person Dr. Rajni Jagota of 

Commerce Department PGDAV College on the topic “Contractual Capacity of 

Parties”. 

 

The session was attended by a good number of faculty members and students. 

Towards the end of the presentation the queries and question were taken from 

the attendees. 

It was a well explained presentation by Dr. Rajni Jagota. Ms. Nisha Goel host of 

the session delivered the vote of thanks. Teacher in charge, Dr. Rakesh Kumar 

also gave regards to the speaker of the session, Dr. Rajni Jagota. Overall, the 

session was really informative and interactive. 
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Day 5: 21
st
 January 2023,           Resource person: Dr. Shuchi Pahuja 

Void Contracts and legality of objects and considerations 

The 5
th
 session of the short-term course was taken up by Shuchi Pahuja ma’am. 

She is an Associate Professor in Commerce at PGDAV College, University of 

Delhi. She has a teaching experience of more than 28 years. She began the 

session with the revision of what is a contract and what are the essentials of a 

valid contract. Ma’am then explained with what are void agreements and what 

are the different void agreements emphasising some important sections such as 

Sec-11(Agreement by an incompetent person), Sec-25 (agreement made without 

consideration), Sec-22 (Agreement entered through bilateral mistake) and so on 

quoting relevant examples. She also explained the concepts of illegal 

agreements, wagering agreements, effects of wagering agreements and made 

students understand very clearly the difference between void and illegal 

agreements. 
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 Day 6:23
rd

 January 2023      Resource person:  Dr. Mini Walia 

Topic- Free consent of Parties 

Team Analytic, the commerce department of PGDAV (M) College had 

organised a virtual session based on the topic, “Free consent of Parties” as part 

of their short-term course. The session was held on 23
rd

 January, 2023 at 4pm 

on zoom. The honourable resource person for the session was Dr. Mini Walia. 

 

The session commenced with an introduction of the resource person after that 

the session was handed over to Dr. Mini. She started the session with explaining 

the sections related to free consent in The Indian Contract Act, 1872. The topics 

covered by her includes- Coercion, Undue influence, Fraud, Misrepresentation 

and Mistake. The other topics covered by her includes effect of the above topics 

on the contract, loss of right of rescission, reversal of burden of proof, does 

silence amounts to fraud. The content of the topics was very wide but she did 

full justice to each topic by patiently explaining the relevance of them in the 

contracts formed in real life. 
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Day 7:24
th
 January 2023          Resource person: Advocate Jaideep Bhola 

Drafting of contract- Practical Aspects 

Team Analytic, the commerce department of PGDAV(M) College had 

organised a virtual session based on the topic, “Drafting of contract- Practical 

Aspects” as part of their short-term course. The session was held on 24
th
 

January, 2023 at 4pm on zoom. The honourable resource person for the session 

was Shri Jaideep Bhola Advocate. 

Shri Jaideep Bhola Advocate, MSc Maths, LLB, over 30 years of legal practice. 

Wide experience in dealing with family property and company and 

arbitration matters. 

 

The content of the topics was very wide but he did full justice to each topic by 

patiently explaining the relevance of them in the contracts formed in real life. 

Teacher in charge, Dr. Rakesh Kumar also gave regards to the speaker of the 

session. Overall, the session was really informative and interactive. 
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Day 8:25
th
 January 2023  

Resource person: Karunya Raghunath and Advocate Pawan Duggal 

ONLINE CONTRACTS & CYBER SECURITY 

Karunya Raghunath shared about online contracts, in this context she started 

with general terms & understanding of E Commerce and E contacts. Further she 

talked about valid contract, offer and acceptance, E Commerce and types and 

elaborated these types with suitable examples. She shared about E-Contract: 

Laws Indian Contract Act 1872, Information technology Act 2000, Consumer 

Protection Act 2019, Legal Metrology Act 2009 and other Laws: Finance and 

Tax. Further she spoke about E-Contract: conditions offer, acceptance, 

consideration, Consensus Ad Idem, competence and legality. 

 

 

Mr. Pawan Dugal started session with Cyber Security of online contracts. He 

spoke about online contracts & legal position in India with the reference of 

Indian contract Act 1872 and Information Technology Act 2000. 
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Day 9: 27
th
 January 2023          Resource person: CS Pradeep Dubey 

Special Contracts 

On day 9 the presentation was delivered by resource person CS Pradeep Dubey 

of Commerce Department PGDAV College on the topic “Special Contracts”. 

The presentation started with the introduction about the topic and detailed 

explanation of contract legal formalities. He talked about five kinds of special 

contracts indemnity, guarantee, bailment, pledge and agency. He also defined 

the contract of indemnity, essentials, insurance contracts, rights of indemnified, 

rights of indemnifier and commencement of liability. 

It was a well explained presentation by CS Pradeep Dubey. Ms. Nisha Goel host 

of the session delivered the vote of thanks. Teacher in charge, Dr. Rakesh 

Kumar also gave regards to the speaker of the session, CS Pradeep Dubey. 

Overall, the session was really informative and interactive. 
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Day 10: 28
th

 January 2023      Resource person:  CS Devendra Jarwal 

Discharge of Contract 

Dr. Devendra Jarwal is currently working as Associate Professor in the 

Department of Commerce at Motilal Nehru College, University of Delhi. He 

has a vast teaching experience and his areas of expertise include Corporate 

Governance, Corporate Laws, Finance and Entrepreneurship. In his 

presentation, he introduced the concept of discharge of contract to the students 

and the various methods by which a contract can be discharged. He also 

explained the different types of discharge by agreement or consent such as 

Novation, Rescission, Alteration, Remission, Waiver and Merger. The session 

was made interactive through use of multiple-choice questions during the 

presentation so that students can understand the concept in a better manner. The 

session ended with vote of thanks. 
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Day 11: 30
th

 January 2023     Resource person: Ms. Megha Aggrawal 

The Remedies for Breach of contract 

The honourable resource person for the session was Ms. Megha Aggrawal. She 

is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Commerce, PGDAV College, 

University of Delhi, having a teaching experience of over 16 years.  

 

Ms. Megha Aggrawal commenced the session with the topic of types of 

breaches- Actual and Anticipatory breach. She explained in-depth about the 

various remedies for breach of contract, namely, rescission of contract, suit for 

damages, suit upon quantum merit, suit for specific performance and suit for 

injunction along will relevant cases. She explained the case facts and who was 

held in a very famous case of Hadley vs Baxendale. She then highlighted Sec 73 

of Indian Contract Act, 1872 which is related with “Possible consequential 

losses from Breach of contract”. She also talked about the “Damages” which 

included what kinds of damages needs to be stipulated at the time of formation 

of contract. Ms. Megha Aggrawal had vividly explained all the concepts and she 

made the session very interactive with students. 
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Day 12: 31
st
 January 2023    Resource person:  Advocate Anuj 

Remedies through Courts 

Mr. Anuj Gupta is a first-generation lawyer with 19 years of standing at Bar. In 

2001, he started his training at Delhi High Court and Hon’ble Supreme Court of 

India under guidance of Ms. Amita Gupta, the well-known advocate at Delhi 

High Court. Within few years of his professional journey while being at grass-

root level, he was on the panel of Oriental Insurance Company Limited and 

gained rich experience in claimant search and consumer cases. 

 

With the immense practical experience of handling litigations in Courts, he 

explained to the students the detailed structure of Courts and how to file suits. 

He also gave insights on provisions of Special Relief Act and Limitation Act. 

The session was really informative for the students as they were exposed to 

practical aspects of filing suits and litigations and learn the entire organization 

structure of different types of Courts in India. The session ended with vote of 

thanks. 
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Day 13:1
st
 February, 2023        Resource person: Advocate Yaman Kumar 

Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR’s) techniques and Arbitration 

The 13
th
 session of the course was taken up by Advocate Yaman Kumar. Sir is 

currently working as Associate Partner with Singhania & Partners LLP, a full-

service law firm based out of Delhi. He joined Singhania & Partners LLP in 

2007 and since then He has been associated with the firm. Sir began the session 

describing the “Mediation” as a technique wherein parties can mutually come 

on settlement table to resolve their disputes amicably and explained how 

fighting long legal battles involves harassment and might lead to futile efforts.  

He explained that mediation and arbitration are such techniques which are out 

of court jurisdiction. He laid emphasis on the importance of ADR techniques, 

requirements of mediation and arbitration agreement, Premature arbitration and 

role of Dispute Resolution Board. This session catered to more of practical 

aspects of resolving disputes. In the end students asked their questions. It was a 

really informative session. 
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Day 14: 2
nd

 February, 2023 

Resource person:   Advocate Nishant Menon, Advocate Arijit Sanyal 

ARBITRATION & INTERNATIONAL CONTRACTS  

Nishant Menon spoke about Arbitration, in this context he started with defining 

arbitration, and further how alternative dispute resolutions can be resolved other 

than court like negotiation, mediation and arbitration. 

a

 

Arijit Sanyal spoke about International Contracts. In this context first he defined 

what is an international contract and essentials of international contracts. 

Further he talked about valid contract with the help of suitable examples. He 

spoke about how to prepare an international contract and precautions to be taken 

while preparing it. 
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Day 15: 3
rd

 February’ 2023    Evaluation: Online Test 
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Valedictory: 

The valedictory report of this 15 days 30 hours short-term certificate course. 

The session was inaugurated by our Principal ma’am, Prof Krishna Sharma ji 

and our Chief guest, Prof Balaram Pani ji, Dean of Colleges, University of 

Delhi, under the supervision of Dr Rakesh Kumar, our teacher-in-charge and 

Convenor of Team Analytics, and Dr Mini Walia, Course convenor. The 

sessions were very well handled by renowned professors of Delhi University, 

company secretaries, well-known arbitrators and advocates of the Supreme 

Court and High court.  

1. Dr. Sushma Arora, Associate Professor, Daulat ram College-Overview of 

Indian Contract Act 

2. Concepts of Agreement by Ms Gitu Nijhawan 

3. The doctrine of Consideration by Dr Akanksha Jain 

4.  Contractual Capacity of Parties by Dr Rajni Jagota 

5.  Free Consent of Parties by Dr Mini Walia 

6.  Void Contract + Legality of Objects & Consideration by Dr Shuchi 

7.  Drafting of Contract-Practical Aspects by Advocate Jaideep Bhola 

8.  Online contracts by Advocate Anku Khanna and Cyber Security by 

Advocate Pawan Duggal 

9.  Special Contracts by CS Pradeep Dubey    

10.  Discharge of contract By CS Devendra Jarwal  

11.  Remedies for Breach of Contract by Ms Megha Agarwal 

12.  Remedies through Court by Advocate Anuj 

13.  Alternate Dispute Resolutions (ADRs) Techniques + Arbitration by 

Advocate & Arbitrator Yaman Kumar 

14.  International Contracts by Advocate Garv Malhotra and Arbitration by 

Advocate Nishant Menon 

15.  Evaluation Google forms 
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We thank every resource person for their contribution as this platform was one 

of the first initiatives aimed at providing the knowledge and skills required for 

better industrial and academic opportunities for the learners. 
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APPENDIX – 2 

Resource persons: 

 Academicians  

1. Dr. Sushma Arora, Associate Professor 

 2. Dr. Rajni Jagota, Associate Professor  

3. Dr. Shuchi Pahuja, Associate Professor 

 4. Dr. Mini Walia, Associate Professor 

 5. Dr. Akanksha Jain, Assistant Professor 

 6. Ms Gitu Nijhawan, Assistant Professor 

 Professionals  

1. Advocate Jaideep Kumar Bhola 

 2. Advocate Anuj Gupta 

 3. Advocate Garv Malhotra 

 4. Advocate Pawan Duggal 

 5. Advocate Yaman Kumar  

6. Advocate Chetna Bhalla  

7. Advocate Anku Khanna 

 8. Advocate Nishant Menon 

 9. CS Devendra Jarwal  

10. CS Pradeep Dubey 
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Parikalan - Department of Computer Science 

 

Department of Computer Science organized various activities and events this year. Two days online 

International Webinar on Breakthroughs in Computer Science was held on 19th and 20th Feb 2023 with a 

participation of more than 100 members. The distinguished speakers were:  Ms. Sunita Gulati (Sr. Director 

VISA, United States), Dr. Chandrika Kaushik (Director General, DRDO), Dr. Kalpana Johari (Director, CDAC) 

and Mr. Munish Bhasin (Director, Channels and Alliances, F5 India), Mr. Sourabh Tiwari (Director WIPRO 

Technologies, United States) and Ms. Shikha Malhotra.  

 

The department was established in the year 1995 and this year the first batch completed 25years.  An alumni 

meet C.A.P. – Computer Science Alumni of PGDAV was organized on 25th Feb. 2023 where the alumni who 

had graduated 20 or more years back were felicitated.  On this day, teaching and non-teaching staff who had 

worked with the department in past were also invited. Alumni enjoyed the games, shared their experiences, and 

some of them also received their degrees that day.  For them it was like walking back on the same path they all 

have once carved together. There was a rush of so many memories, flashing back together.  They went back 

hoping to return every year to visit the good old campus with the same love, warmth, and happiness to etch 

beautiful memories in their hearts. 

Different clubs under the parikalan society namely Quiz Bot, Net Weavers, RISE, Graphics, EWS and Code 

Bots conducted many activities throughout the session. Merchandise Designing Competition was held in 

February. Workshop on Advanced CSS was conducted by students and a seminar on Future of Tech was 

organized by IIITD student. The students of research club, RISE have been working diligently in the emerging 

fields with the intention of creating new algorithms and publishing papers. 

.        

The Google Developer Students club conducted various workshops and lectures on technical topics like 

GitHub, Web Development, Block chain etc. The student lead is chosen by Google and this year Jyoti of B.Sc. 

(Hons) Computer science was the student lead. 

 



Xenium 23.0, The annual technical fest was organized on 15th April 2023. Students across the colleges from 

University of Delhi participated in technical events like Quiz Khalifa, E Tambola, Treasure Hunt, Jashn E Tech. 

Faculty also participated and enjoyed the event  ETambola.  

 

 



 

                                   

                                    Geo-Crusaders  
 

 
Geo-Crusaders - The Environmental Society of PGDAV (M) College is a team of dedicated 

students and faculties who work towards creating an intellectual and inclusive space for discussions 

around national and international environmental issues and events. The society organises many 

events and activities to promote an environment of inquisitiveness and to create awareness about 

recent environmental issues. 
 
Following are the activities that we conducted this year: 

 

International Webinar on World Environment Day 

 

 
The Department of Environmental Studies and Geo-crusaders society has organised an 

international seminar (virtual mode) on June 5, 2022 to celebrate World Environment Day with the 

objective to educate students of the environmental crisis and e-waste that harms our mother Earth. 

The seminar was graced by the speaker Dr. Anwesha Borthakur, Research Fellow at KU Leuven, 

Belgium; Dr. Gaurav Kumar, Convenor; Dr. Richa Agarwal and Dr Pardeep Singh, Co-Convenor. 

Dr. Anwesha Borthakur discussed the issue of climate change and its impact on the world. She 

raised the issue of how adversely e-waste could impact on our health and nature and also laid down 

the possible solutions for combating this contingency that engulfs our earth. Her presentation 

through various slides was interactive and engaging for the participants. The webinar was attended 

by hundred participants who gave a positive response and raised their queries on the issues of e-

waste.  

 



 

 
World Ocean Day 

 
On June 8, 2022 we celebrated World Ocean Day to make people aware of the importance of 

taking care of the oceans and marine wildlife.  
 

  

World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought 
 
On June 17, 2022 Team GeoCrusaders observed World Day to Combat Desertification and 

Drought to popularise the importance of taking care of the deserts and preventing droughts.  
 

 Say No to Plastic 
  
On July 3rd, 2022 Team GeoCrusaders observed the Say No to Plastic event to spread the 

awareness of banning the usage of plastic and the degradation that comes along with excessive 

plastic use.  
  

Van Mahotsav    
 
Van Mahotsav is an annual one-week tree-planting festival in India which is celebrated in the first 

week of July. Team GeoCrusaders also celebrated Van Mahotsav week from 1st July to 7th July 

with multiple social media posts and informational sessions.  

 

Visit to the Climate Justice Library 

 
On 14 July, 2022 the Geo-Crusader Society visited the Climate Justice Library located at the South 

Extension, New Delhi. The aim of this visit was to discover the undiscovered environmental 

resources for the general public. The library has a comfortable ambience along with around three 

hundred and fifty myriad environmental books for research purposes. The library contains a 

heterogenous content of books. Books from ICEL (International Council of Environmental Law) 

can also be found here which usually are not available to the public. Thus, making climate 

education accessible to all.   



 

    
 

International Tiger Day 

 
Global Tiger Day is celebrated every year on July 29th as a way to raise awareness about this 

magnificent but endangered big cat. The day was founded in 2010 when the 13 tiger range 

countries came together to create Tx2 – the global goal to double the number of wild tigers by the 

year 2022. Team Geo-Crusaders observed and celebrated the event in full spirits.  

 

International Mangrove Day  

 
World Mangrove Day is celebrated on 26th July every year. It is officially referred to as the 

International Day for the Conservation of the Mangrove Ecosystem. Team Geo-Crusaders had the 

opportunity to observe the event via online campaigns. 

 

World Elephant Day 

 
The day is observed with the aim to reach out to people and educate them on the plight of 

elephants. World Elephant Day observed on August 12 is one way of recognizing the importance 

of elephants. 
  

International Day for Preservation of the Ozone Layer 

 
On September 16, we observed International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer. The 

event was organized as a one-day international seminar with Vaishnavi Verma, a Graduate 

Teaching Assistant at the University of Kansas. The event saw the participation of over fifty 

students and academicians. Ms. Verma talked about the importance of the ozone and ways for its 

preservation. 



 
 

One-day Workshop on ‘Extraction and Restoration of Ficus Tree Saplings’ 
 
On 22nd November the Geo-Crusader society organized a one-day workshop on ‘Extraction and 

Restoration of Ficus Tree Saplings’ to celebrate the centenary year of University of Delhi. The 

workshop was held on the college campus. The event was conducted under the guidance of Mr. 

Vineet Vohra, the resource person from Give Me Tree Trust. It is also administered by our 

Convener, Professor Gaurav Kumar and Co-Convenor, Professor Richa Agarwal. The objective of 

the event was to educate students to perform necessary activities for the plantation of Ficus 

saplings and also to make them aware of the importance of 

environmental activities. Students took part in the extraction of the saplings around the corners of 

the college campus enthusiastically. They were well-guided by the resource person on the proper 

method of extraction of such saplings by their roots. The students were informed about the use of 

aloe vera in the growth of saplings and were shown the mixing process as well. The workshop 

helped in gaining the knowledge for the proper extraction and plantation of saplings so that 

students can use this experience in the future for the proper plantation.

 



 

 

World Zebra Day 

 
On January 31 people around the world celebrate International Zebra Day. The purpose of the day 

is to spread knowledge about how you can support the conservation of this animal. 
  

World Wetlands Day 

 

 
On February 2, 2023 the Environmental Society of PGDAV College (M) organized an in-house 

event on World Wetlands Day conducted by the Convener of the Society Dr Gaurav Kumar. The 

event started with a lamp-lighting ceremony and Saraswati Vandana. Dr. Gaurav Kumar began the 

seminar on the theme ‘Our Consumption Is More than Recharge’. Then he proceeded further by 

introducing the students to topics related to World Wetlands Day. He explained wetlands as a 

distinct ecosystem that is flooded or saturated by water, either permanently or seasonally. He also 

made the students aware of the Ramsar Convention named after Ramsar, a city in Iran. The Ramsar 

Convention, an International Treaty signed on 2nd February, 1971, provides a framework for the 

conservation and use of wetlands and their resources for sustainable development. India has a total 

number of seventy-five Ramsar sites covering an area of 13,26,677 ha. Tamil Nadu has the 

maximum number of Ramsar sites (14) followed by Uttar Pradesh(10). Not only this, but he also 

spelled out the qualifying criteria to be a Ramsar site. Dr. Gaurav Kumar went into the detail of 

seaweed which is the common name for countless species of marine plants and algae that grow in 



the ocean as well as in rivers, lakes, and other water bodies. The theme for this year’s World 

Wetlands Day was ‘It’s Time for Wetlands Restoration’.  

 

 

 

Cleanliness Drive 

 

 
On February 8, 2023 the Environmental Society of PGDAV College (M) organized a cleanliness 

drive on the college campus. The drive was conducted under the patronage of the Convener of the 

society Dr. Gaurav Kumar. The cleanliness drive was a wonderful experience for students as they 

are the major role players to raise awareness on the issues of cleanliness in one’s neighbourhood. 

The event saw the participation of around twenty-five students. We were overwhelmed with the 

response and decided to keep working towards the environmental causes in future also. 

 

 

World Wildlife Day 
  
On March 3, 2023, the Environmental society organized an in-house event on World Wildlife Day. 

It was conducted by the Convener of the Society, Dr. Gaurav Kumar and our Co-Convenor, Dr. 

Richa Aggarwal and Dr. Pardeep Singh. Dr Gaurav Kumar began the seminar by making the 

students aware about wildlife and asked them to join the society since saving the environment is 



the need of the hour. The theme for this year’s World Wildlife Day was ‘Partnerships for Wildlife 

Conservation’. The talk was highly insightful and students learnt about the major different 

endangered species and also the ways in which governments around the world are trying to 

maintain their population levels. The event saw the participation of around twenty-five students 

and the outcome of the event was very satisfying and motivating.  

 

World Water Day  

 
World Water Day is a global United Nations observance day celebrated every year on 22nd March 

to raise awareness about the value of freshwater and a call for the wise use of freshwater resources. 

Team Geo-Crusaders celebrated this event with online posts and informational sessions on social 

media.  
 

International Day of Forests  
 
The International Day of Forests is celebrated to raise awareness of the importance of all types of 

forests. This year, the theme for 2023 was ‘Forests and Health’. The event was headed by Mr Sahil 

from Give Me Trees Foundation. He spoke on how forest sustainable management and their use of 

resources are key to combating climate change, and how they contribute to the prosperity and well-

being of current and future generations. Forests also play a crucial role in poverty alleviation and in 

the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Despite all these priceless 

ecological, economic, social and health benefits, forests are endangered by fires, pests, droughts, 

and unprecedented deforestation. 
 
The team of Geo-Crusaders is also active in its campaigning. Till now it has done two events 

related to ‘Coal Mining’ and ‘Climate Strikes’ for providing awareness to people so they can take 

action on contingent issues. Currently, we are working on a Cleaner Campaign. We have reached 

three cities namely, Faridabad, Lucknow and Delhi so that we could mobilise  people by making 

them aware why pollution is harmful to them. 
 

 
Faculty Advisor: 
 
Convenor & TIC- Dr. Gaurav Kumar  
Co-Convenor- Dr Richa Agarwal, Dr. Pradeep Singh 
Member- Dr. Chander Pal Singh, Dr. Hira Singh Bisht, and Dr. Parmanand Sharma 
  
 
Students Core Committee Members: 
President:- Mehak Vohra 
Vice-President- Sanchita 
Secretary- Isha Bhatter 

 

 
 



 

     REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL  SCIENCE (2022-23) 

 

 

 

SAMVAAD, The Political Science Society of P.G.D.A.V. College is among the most consistently active 

and renowned societies of P.G.D.A.V. College. It has proactively been organising a plethora of events 

and competitions over the year for the overall development of our students, nurturing them and giving 

them a platform to develop, explore and progress their skills through organising extracurricular and co-

curricular activities. The Political Science Department at P.G.D.A.V. College was established in 1972 and 

hence in 2022 the department celebrates its Golden Jubilee year. In the past five decades the 

department has been flourishing with every passing year and produced some of the best students and 

professionals.  

 

Like each academic year, this year also “SAMVAAD” on the basis of interviews  held on September 20, 

2022 taken by our esteemed faculty members appointed its student cabinet which began working in full 

swing.It comprised of the following students: -  

 

● Yashasvi Bhati - President                                    

● Dhanish Choubisa - Vice President 

● Manya Joshi - Secretary  

● Rohan Chopra - Secretary 

● Shweta Kumari - Secretary 

● Ritika Yadav - Secretary 

● Ayush Sankrit - Treasurer 

● Yashika Sharma - Treasurer 

● Akanksha Sahu - Treasurer 

● Mubarak Ali  - Treasurer 

 

On 28th September 2022, SAMVAAD successfully organised a guest speaker session which was graced 

by Prof. Sanjay Kumar sir, who enlightened us with knowledge relating to the topic “Recent electoral 

trends and changing voting behaviour in Indian Politics”. 

 

 

“If I seem to take part in politics, it is only 

because politics encircles us today like 

the coil of a snake from which one cannot 

get out, no matter how much one tries. I 

wish therefore to wrestle with the snake.” 

Following this quote of Mahatma Gandhi, 

SAMVAAD in collaboration with GANDHI 



 

STUDY CIRCLE, P.G.D.A.V College(M) organised a lecture on 30th September 2022 by Dr. Rinku 

Lamba, Associate Professor, National Law School of India University, Bengaluru for the occasion of 

Gandhi Jayanti.  

 

7th october 2022 marked the beginning of yet another initiative of SAMVAAD aimed at creating an 

intellectual space & platform to produce ideas solutions to contemporary issues, we call it as, “Friday For 

SAMVAAD”.It runs every friday with preset agendas put to debate & discussion.Till now, we have 

completed 18 deliberative and informative sessions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Students visited the Parliament of India on November 10,2022. It was surreal & enlightening for all the 

students to see the houses of the parliament in person.On 16th November, 2022 Samvaad organised its 

'Orientation Program' to officially welcome and induct the Freshers who joined the Political Science 

(Hons.) course in the 1st year. The orientation was held under the guidance of Teacher in Charge Dr. 

Duryodhan Nahak and was attended by all the esteemed members of the faculty of the Department of 

Political Science, who addressed the freshers, warmly welcoming them to the department and giving 

their best wishes.  

 

What better time to discuss the constitution than its birthday month ? SAMVAAD, organised a 2 hour 

intense speaker session on 29 November 2022, on the topic, “Constitutional moments in Indian 

Democracy” and invited the most renowned Professor of  the Centre for Political Studies (CPS), 

Jawaharlal Nehru University(JNU), Prof. Anupama Roy. 
 

On 24 & 25th January, 2023 Samvaad organised its hallmark event “Know your Republic” (KYR) on the 

occasion of Republic Day. Under the two-day celebrations we organised an Inter-college Debate 

competition, Policy Analysis competition, Open Mic competition and a Treasure Hunt competition . The 

KYR celebrations were graced by Sudhanshu Ranjan a senior journalist of Doordarshan who presented 

a highly insightful seminar on the Independence of Judiciary and the Collegium System. 

 

On 06th February, 2023 SAMVAAD 

organised “Parichay „22” the official 

freshers‟ party to welcome our first 

year students to the college. Our 

newcomers set the stage on blaze. 

Smoldering in ferocious, spooky 

characters, they turned the 

atmosphere into a pit of sparkling 

stardoms. February 10, 2023 

Samvaad conducted a General Body 

Meeting of faculty members and 

students of department of political 

science in which we welcomed new 

faculty members and also discussed 

the upcoming events of the 

department. 

 

Learning is a ubiquitous process which is not limited to the four walls of the classroom. Hence, 

SAMVAAD organised an educational Departmental Trip for the students to Dalhousie & Khajjiar from 

06th April to 09th April 2023. A visit to some spectacular places like Gandhi Chowk, Panjpulla and 

Switzerland of India- Khajiar where we enjoyed several adventurous activities like horse riding, 



 

paragliding, zorbing etc. The experiences of the journey with fellow students and members of faculty of 

the department certainly will be cherished by 

all.  

 

College life can be overwhelming, especially 

when you combine studying with co-curricular 

activities.SAMVAAD is one such platform 

where you can develop, explore and progress 

your skills through organising extra-curricular 

activities. 

College had a successful academic year 

2022-2023, marked by growth and innovation. 

We remain committed to providing high-quality 

education to our students and creating a welcoming environment that fosters learning and personal 

growth. We look forward to continuing to serve our students and community in the years to come. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Mathematics Department, Session 2022-23 

 

Department academic activities 

One Day National Workshop On Vedic Mathematics 

One Day National Workshop On Vedic Mathematics was organized by the Department of 

Mathematics, P.G.D.A.V. College (M) in collaboration with Shiksha Sanskriti Utthan Nyas on 

30th August 2022. Eminent speakers from S.S.U.N. like Dr. Rakesh Bhatia, Dr. Anil Thakur and 

Dr. Deepak Vashishtha delivered very interactive sessions. The workshop was organized on 

this useful and interesting topic at the time when Vedic Mathematics has become a part of 

the NEP syllabus. Teachers were trained and motivated for the forthcoming Vedic 

Mathematics VAC paper under UGCF 22/NEP 20.  

 



ONE DAY NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON VEDIC MATHEMATICS 

(30th, August 2022) 

REPORT 

 

ONE DAY NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON VEDIC MATHEMATICS was 

organized by Department of Mathematics, P.G.D.A.V. College (M) in collaboration 

with Shiksha Sanskriti Utthan Nyas on 30th August 2022. 

 

Program started with lamp lighting and saraswati vandana by Raaga society students. 

Welcome address was given by Ms. Savitri Rawat, Convener and Department Head.  

Principal, P.G.D.A.V. College (M), Prof. Krishna Sharma ma’am inaugurated the 

workshop and along with the best wishes for successful completion of the workshop, 

ma’am emphasized the need of certificate course on VEDIC MATHEMATICS.  

 

Session: I 

Speaker: Dr. Rakesh Bhatia (National Co-coordinator of Vedic Ganit, S.S.U.N.)  

Title: Introduction and Applications of Vedic Maths in Algebra 

Dr. Rakesh Bhatia started the first session with the brief introduction of Vedic 

Mathematics and its importance. He highlighted about checking the divisibility of  



 every number and determination of cube root of an 

imperfect number with the help of sutras of Vedic 

Mathematics. Further he enlightened us with Duplex 

sutra with the help of examples. He also discussed the 

factorization in algebra by the use of sutras of Vedic 

Mathematics. The session was interesting and 

interactive. Participants enjoyed and all their queries 

were answered. 

 

 

Session: II 

Speaker: Sh. Anil Thakur(Coordinator, Vedic Ganit, S.S.U.N. (Delhi Prant))   

Title: Baudhyan Number and its Applications(Competitive approach of Vedic 

Maths) 

Sh. Anil Thakur gave the 

applications of  Baudhyan number 

in second session. He told how to 

calculate baudhyan number of an 

angle, complement angle, negative 

angle and half angle. He made 

participants learn how to calculate 

sum and difference of Baudhyan 

number using sutras. Further in 

the session, he gave application of 

Baudhyan number in 

multiplication, division, square, 

square root of complex numbers 

and finally gave Binomial 

Theorem of complex numbers 



(Meru Prastar). The session was very enlightening and informative. There was a 

question and answer session and participants were satisfied. 

 

Session: III 

Speaker: Sh. Deepak Vashishtha (Coordinator, Vedic Ganit, S.S.U.N. (Haryana 

state))   

Title: Application of Vedic Maths in Arithmetic 

Sh. Deepak Vashishtha in his 

session explained multiplication 

of two numbers using shunyan 

sutra. Using Duplex method, he 

calculated square of 2 digit and 3 

digit numbers with the help of 

various examples. Sum of the 

squares and square root of a 

number was also illustrated using 

Duplex method. The session was 

very interesting and interactive 

and all the queries of the 

participants  were  answered. 

 

The workshop was attended by around 120 people including participants and faculty 

from different national universities. Bursar Sh. Surender Kumar, Senior faculty Dr. 

Avnijesh Awasthi, Sh. N. K. Jain, Dr. Ramveer and many other senior faculty 

members of the college were present to grace the occasion. We organized workshop 

on this useful and interesting topic at the time when Vedic Mathematics has become a 

part of NEP syllabus. Teachers were trained and motivated for the forthcoming Vedic 

Mathematics VAC paper under UGCF 22/NEP 20.  Vote of thanks was given by 

Senior faculty, department of mathematics and IQAC coordinator Ms. Anu Kapoor. 

Dr. Bhawna Kohli of maths department compered the program and told about Vedic 

Mathematics. 

 

 

 

Ms. Savitri Rawat                                                                              Dr. Bhawna Kohli 



Convener & Dept. Head                                                              Workshop Coordinator 
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Department of History: Annual Report-2022-23 

 

Orientation 

 

The Department of History began its new Session 2022-23 with holding the Orientation for 

the students of 1st Year. All the faculty members met the students on 1st day of the Session. We 

introduced ourselves as well as students also introduced themselves. it was followed by 

apprising them of the customs and traditions followed in the Department. We discussed with 

them about various student related activities which is organised through Dharohar-The History 

Society. They were also informed about various Societies within the College and were 

encouraged to join according to their interest. We also discussed with them the pattern of 

answer writing, assignments, oral presentations etc. Finally, students were motivated to do their 

best and utilise their time in College to gain maximum benefits academically as well as 

personality building.  

 

Department Activities 

A two-day Annual Fest, “Qafila”, was organised by Dharohar: The History Society on 7th 

and 8th February 2023. The Fest was dedicated to Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav this year.  The first 

day began with welcome ceremony and auspicious lamp-lighting. Various student related 

events were held starting with Paper Presentation competition titled ‘Monologue’ on the topic 

‘Role of Cinema in Representation of Indian History to Society’. This was followed by a 

Quiz competition called ‘Fact Hunt’ on the topic ‘Polity, Society and Social Movements 

during 1850-1950’. Another competition organised was a Creative Writing named ‘Ink and 

Quill’ themed ‘1947 - The Day of Independence’ and a Sketching competition titled ‘History 

Through Strokes’ on the topic ‘Freedom Fighters of 1857’ and ‘Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel’. 

A large number of students participated from within and different other colleges of Delhi 

University which made these events academically rejuvenating and huge success. Cash prizes 

and certificates were given to all the winners as well as the participants.  

On second day of the Fest, A Talk by Prof. Makkhan Lal was organised on the topic, 

“Controlling History - from Distortions to Unsung Heroes”. The event started with 

welcoming the Guest of Honour- Prof Sanjeev Kumar Tiwari, Principal of Maharaja Agrasen 
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College, speaker of the day Prof. Makkhan Lal and our respected Principal Prof. Krishna 

Sharma. The programme started with motivational words by our respected Principal mam, 

followed by the introduction of the Guest of Honour by Dr. Kundan Kumar, the Society 

Advisor.  Prof. Tiwari spoke in length on the topic and enlightened the audience. Dr. Rimjhim 

Sharma, the Teacher-in Charge of the department then introduced the Speaker, Prof. Makkhan 

Lal who delivered an insightful lecture on the topic connecting students and teachers with past 

and present of History Writing. The Talk captivated the audience and brought forth many 

questions from the students. Later the students also showcased a documentary prepared by 

them on Subhash Chandra Bose and INA. The Talk ended with vote of thanks by President of 

the History Society, Hridaya N. Singh.  

One Day National Seminar 

The Department also organised a one- day National Seminar in collaboration with ICHR and 

Akhil Bharatiya Itihas Sankalan Yojana on 22nd Feb. 2023 on the topic ‘Tomar evam Chauhan 

Rajvansh ke antargat Gauravshali Dilli’. The programme began with Saraswati Vandana 

and lamp-lighting followed by introduction of the guests and speaker by Convener of the 

Seminar, Dr. Shatrujeet Singh. Keynote speaker was Prof. Dharmchand Chaube who 

enlightened the audience with important facts on Tomar and Chauhan Dynasties. It was 

followed by speech of Chief Guest Shri Bharat Bhushan Ji. The Chief Speaker, Dr. Balmukund 

Pandey highlighted the importance of Tomar and Chauhan Dynasty in Indian History. As 

Chairperson of the Seminar, Respected Principal of the College, Prof. Krishna Sharma gave an 

insightful talk. The Seminar ended with Vote of Thanks by Teacher-In Charge of the History 

Department, Dr. Rimjhim Sharma. The Seminar was well steered by Dr. Ankit Agarwal.  

 

Faculty Personal Achievements 

 

1. Dr. Vishal Chauhan 

➢ International Research Project 

In January 2023, Dr Vishal Chauhan, as Co-Investigator, successfully completed an 

international research project titled 'India-UK Creative Industries at 75: Opportunities and 
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Challenges’ funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council and United Kingdom 

Research and Innovation, UK. Dr Chauhan worked with 30 artists from three different fields- 

Screen Industries, Fashion, and Live Performances. The project commemorates the 75th 

anniversary of Indian independence and her ties with the UK. PGDAV College was the proud 

partner of this project with Birmingham City University, Birmingham, UK. 

 

➢ Research Articles 

• Chauhan, Vishal (2023) Khelon Ki Duniya, Duniya ke Khel (Hindi). Anuwad, 194(3), 

pp.40-54. Delhi: Bhartiya Anuwad Parishad. 

• Chauhan, Vishal (2022) Prajamandal Aandolan, Itihass Lekhan aur Jan-itihas 

(Hindi). Itihas Drishti, 20-21, pp. 69-79. New Delhi: Anamika. 

• Chauhan, Vishal (2022). Playing to the Gallery: Visual-Culture, Aesthetics, and the 

Spectacle: (Re)Reading Commonwealth Games 2010, New Delhi, Summerhill, 

27(2), pp. 97–103. 

Available at: http://14.139.58.200/ojs/index.php/summerhill/article/view/1418. 

 

2. Dr. Chander Pal Singh 

➢ “British Press and the Public Dabate on Indian Revolt of 1857”, History Today, 

Number 23, 2022.  

➢  Was honoured as Guest editor, Bhagat Singh issue of ‘Manthan’, Vol. 44, No. 2, 

April- June 2023.  

➢ “Ideology of Bhagat Singh and the Left”, ‘Manthan’, Vol. 44, No. 2, April- June 

2023. 

➢ “Integration of Travancore and Hyderabad”, Manthan’, Vol. 43, No. 4, 

October-December, 2022.  

➢ Delivered a talk on Bhagat Singh at Deshbandhu College, New Delhi on 27 March, 

2023.  

➢ Delivered a talk at Department of History, Ramjas College, Delhi on 22nd March, 

2023 on the topic ‘Bhagat Singh: The Intellectual Martyr’.  

http://14.139.58.200/ojs/index.php/summerhill/article/view/1418
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➢ Was invited as a member of jury by General Administration Department, Govt. of 

NCT of Delhi for a Seminar on "Swatantrata Aandolan me Mahilao ki Bhumika" 

held on 14th March, 2023 in Delhi Secretariat.  

➢ Delivered a talk on the occasion of Vivekananda Jayanti at Delhi Public Library 

Headquarters, Delhi on 12 January, 2023.  

➢ Participated in a panel discussion organized by Freedom Fighter Cell, General 

Administration Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi at a Seminar on the occasion of 

Birth Anniversary of Shaheed Bhagat Singh held on 27th September, 2022 in Delhi 

Secretariat.  

 

3. Dr. Rimjhim Sharma 

➢ Presented research Paper titled, ‘Copper Workers and Their Technology-A 

Survey of Chotanagpur Region’ in an International Conference organised by 

IAFOR-The International Academic Forum and The Asian Conference on 

Asian Studies (ACAS 2022), Japan. 

➢ Completed successfully a one-month Certificate Course on ‘Rock Art of 

Southeast Asia the World’, organised by SEAMEO SPAFA, Indo-Pacific Pre-

History Association.  

➢ Read and Presented research Paper titled, ‘Survey of Typo-Technological 

Variations of Copper Artefacts in Chotanagpur Region’, at 22nd Congress 

of the Indo-Pacific Pre-History Association in Thailand.  

➢ Presented Paper titled, ‘Animal Representations in Ancient Indian Culture 

and Traditions’, in an International Conference organised by Mohan Lal 

Sukhadia University, Udaipur, themed, “Animals in the History of South 

Asia”.  

 

4. Dr. Ankit Agarwal 

➢ Assistant editor of two journals i.e. History Today (Annual journal of The 

History and Culture Society), No. 23 and Puraparvaha (Hindi Annual Journal 

of the Indian Archaeological Society), No. 7.  

➢ Elected as a member of the Executive Committee of The History and Culture 

Society and also nominated in the editorial board of History Today Journal. 
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➢ Presented a paper on the topic "WOMEN ROLE IN PREHISTORIC INDIA: 

DEPICTION IN ROCK PAINTINGS" in an Annual conference of Indian 

Archaeological Society (IAS), Indian Society for Prehistoric and Quaternary 

Society (ISPQS) and History and Culture Society (HCS) at Pt. DDU Institute of 

Archaeology, Greater Noida.  

 

5. Dr. Sunil Kumar 

➢ Successfully completed Ph.D in October 2022.  

 

6. Dr. Awadhesh Kr. Jha 

➢ Presented a paper titled, ‘Deconstructing Orientalists Understanding of 

Faith, Philosophy and Gods of Hindu Religion during Early Modern India’ 

in the 5th National Conference on Social Sciences in India's Knowledge 

Traditions organized by Rashtriya Samaj Vigyan Parishad (RSVP) in 

collaboration with Hansraj College, University of Delhi, on 17th October 2022. 

 

➢ He was as an expert of the subject of Plenary Session- I, in the one day National 

Conference, on 'Tomar Aur Chauhan Rajvansh ke Antargat Gauravshali 

Dilli', organised by PGDAV College, ICHR and Akhil Bhartiya Itihas Sankalan 

Yojana on 22nd February 2023. 

➢ Published a research article, titled 'Rethinking Alterity and Identities in pre-

colonial India', in History Today, in November 2022. 

 

7. Dr. Shatrujeet Singh 

➢ Indian Historical Research Council in academic collaboration with Akhil Bharatiya 

Itihas Sankalan Yojana, New Delhi, on 26-28 December 2022, as a subject expert 

in a three-day national seminar on 'Self, Freedom and Resistance: From Past to 

Present' at Sasaram Bihar. 

➢ Indian Historical Research Council in academic collaboration with Akhil Bharatiya 

Itihas Sankalan Yojana, New Delhi and PGDAV College, University of Delhi, on 

22 February 2023, one day Seminar on 'Glorious Delhi under Tomar and Chauhan 

Dynasty'. Has been the Convenor of the National Seminar. 
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➢ Indian Council of Historical Research in academic collaboration with Akhil 

Bhartiya Itihas Sankalan Yojana, New Delhi, on February 26-28, 2023, a three-day 

national seminar on 'Swatantryaveer Vinayak Damodar Savarkar and Netaji 

Subhash Chandra Bose: Freedom Struggle and Bharatiya Nationalism' at Port Blair. 

A research paper titled 'Rashtra-Shilpi Veer Savarkar' was included in the seminar 

for reading. 

 

➢ Author of Books and published- 'Bhartiya Sanatan parampara me Rudra-Shiv'.  This 

book is funded by the Indian Council of Historical Research. The book was released 

on 27 December 2022 

 

➢ Research paper publication -    Research paper titled 'Maryada Purushottam Shri 

Ram in Vaishnava Agamas', Published in U.G.C. Care Listed Magazine Itihaas 

Darpan, Issue 28 Part 1 Year Pratipada 2023. 

 

8. Dr. Shabd Prakash 

9. Indian Historical Research Council in academic collaboration with Akhil Bharatiya 

Itihas Sankalan Yojana, New Delhi, on 26-28 December 2022, as a subject expert in a 

three-day national seminar on 'Self, Freedom and Resistance: From Past to Present' at 

Sasaram Bihar. 

➢ Indian Historical Research Council in academic collaboration with Akhil Bharatiya 

Itihas Sankalan Yojana, New Delhi and PGDAV College, University of Delhi, on 22 

February 2023, one day Seminar on 'Glorious Delhi under Tomar and Chauhan 

Dynasty'. Has been the Co-convenor of the National Seminar.  

➢ Paper presentation in international conference on ‘India- Africa relations: shifting 

global dynamics and Road ahead’ in 14th March 2023, Department of African 

studies, University of Delhi on the topic of “India Africa Relations historical 

perspectives”. 

 

10. Dr. Kundan Kumar  

➢ Presented a paper titled “Influence of Indian Culture and Civilization on 

Mongolia”in the National Seminar on “GLOBAL PRESENCE OF 

BHARATIYA CULTURE & CIVILIZATION”, Organised by Bhāratīya Vidyā 
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Adhyayana Sansthāna, New Delhi. Nehru Memorial Museum & Library, Teen 

Murti Bhavan, New Delhi. 

➢  

11. Dr. Suresh Kr. Meena 

➢ Participated in 12th General Convention and National Seminar on Self, Freedom 

and Resistance: From the Past to the Present (26-28 December 2022) at Gopal 

Narayan Singh University, Jamuhar, Sasaram, Bihar. Title of Research Paper- 

‘Tribal Society and the Awakening of the Self in the Colonial Period’. 

➢ Participated in a National Seminar on Glorious Delhi Under the Tomar and 

Chauhan Dynasties (22 February 2023) at Department of History, P.G.D.A.V. 

College, University of Delhi. Title of Research Paper- ‘The Initial Invasions of 

the Turks and their Indian Resistance’. 

Faculty Academic Involvement at University Level 

 

1. Ms. Sarbani Kumar 

 

➢ Paper Evaluated 

• Issues in 20th Century World-II (Core) Sem. VI 

 

2. Dr. Vishal Chauhan 

 

➢ Course framing under NEP 2022: 

BA (Hons+ Prog) 

• Media in History (GE) Sem. III 

• History of Theatre 

• Cultural Transformations I & II (Major) Sem. III & IV 

 

3. Dr. Chanderpal Singh 

 

➢ Course framing under NEP 2022: 

• B A (Hons): Semester III Generic Elective - “Making of Post- Colonial India 

(c1950-1990)” 
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• BA (Hons): Semester V and VI Core - “History of Modern Europe” 

• BA (Hons): Semester VIII DS Elective – “Contemporary India” 

• B A (Multidisciplinary Studies): Semester VIII DSC - “Contemporary India 

(1950-1990s) 

➢ Paper setting and member of board of examiner, Evaluated: 

• Understanding Popular Culture 

• History of Modern Europe I & II 

• Making of Contemporary India 

 

4. Dr. Rimjhim Sharma 

 

➢ Course framing under NEP 2022: 

BA (Hons)  

• Social Formations and Cultural Patterns in Ancient and Medieval World-I 

(Core) Sem. I 

• Social Formations and Cultural Patterns in Ancient and Medieval World-II 

(Core) Sem. II 

BA (Prog)  

• Ancient Societies (Major) Sem. I (Convener) 

➢ Paper setting and member of board of examiner, Evaluated: 

BA (Hons)  

• Social Formations and Cultural Patterns in Ancient and Medieval World-I 

(Core) Sem. I (Convener) 

• Social Formations and Cultural Patterns in Ancient and Medieval World-II 

(Core) Sem. II 

BA (Prog)  

• Ancient Societies (Major) Sem. I (Convener) 

 

5. Dr. Ankit Aggrawal 

 

➢ Course framing under NEP 2022: 

BA (Hons)  
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• Sem II History of India II (core) 

• Sem IV Religion and religiosity (GE) 

• Sem VII Practice of History I (Archaeology and History: premodern historical 

traditions, art and history & annals) (DSE) 

BA (Prog)  

• Sem VII Urbanization in Indian History (case study) (DSE) (Convener) 

• Sem VIII Merchants and mercantile practices in India  

• Sem VII Monetary history of India (GE) 

• Sem III Prehistory and protohistory of India (DSE) 

• SEC Archaeology: Theory and Practice 

➢ Paper setting and member of board of examiner: 

• BA (Prog) History of India up to 300 CE  

• BA (Prog) History of India from 300 CE to 1200 CE 

• BA (Prog) History and Archaeology 

 

Future Plans and Recommendations 

 

The Department unanimously decided to bring more rigour in student involvement with group 

discussions, visual presentations, projects and heritage walks. Department plans hold more 

academic activities like Talks, seminars, paper presentations etc where students involve 

themselves into research work and come up with their own ideas and views on various aspects 

of Historical developments. Department also plans to help Hindi medium students as much as 

possible with Hindi readings, discussion with them separately on various topics related to their 

course during remedial/ mentorship classes.  



Department of Statistics 

 

 

Report of Statistics Dept. Society “Sankhyiki” 2022-23 

 

 

The Statistics Department of P.G.D.A.V. College organized its annual festival "SKEWSION'23" 

on 11th April,2023, which included a range of activities such as invited talk by prominent 

statistician, paper presentation competition, chess competition, statistics guessing quiz and anime 

quiz. The event was aimed at providing a platform for students to showcase their skills and 

talents in various fields, as well as to gain knowledge through invited talk. 

 

The fest began with lamp lighting and Saraswati Vandana.  Prof. Anish Sarkar from the 

prestigious Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi delivered a talk on the topic "From Real world to 

Statistical world". He provided valuable insights on how to apply theoretical knowledge to 

practical situations. 

 

Young Researcher's Forum, a paper presentation competition was held in which students from 

various colleges/ universities presented their research papers on topics related to statistics, 

mathematics, computer science and economics. The competition provided a platform for students 

to showcase their research skills and encouraged them to think critically. 

 

Simultaneously, Battle of kings- a chess competition, Taboo De Statistica- a statistics quiz, 

Otaku's rumble-an anime quiz, were held in the event. The winners were awarded with special 

prizes.  

 

The event was an excellent opportunity for students to engage in various brain-stimulating 

activities and further their academic and professional growth. The Statistics Department is 

looking forward to organizing more such events in the future to promote academic excellence 

and foster a culture of healthy competition among students. 
 



Ecolibrium Report 2023  
 

 

Ecolibrium, the economics society of PGDAV (M) College, University of Delhi is a team of dedicated 

students and faculty who work towards creating an intellectual and inclusive space for discussions around 

national and international economic issues and events. The society organises guest speaker events, 

research support seminars, debates and various academic college and inter-college events to promote an 

environment of inquisitiveness and to create awareness about recent economic issues. The society also 

publishes an annual newsletter comprising contributed articles from the students. 

 

 

Our team for the session 2022-23 includes 45 academically enthusiastic and motivated students from BA 

(Hons.) Economics and BA Programme. The faculty advisors and core committee members are: 

 

Faculty advisor 

 

Convenor: Dr. Deepika Kandpal 

Co-convenor: Dr Lalit Rajput 

 

 

Students Core committee members 

 

President: Tanay Gupta, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 3rd year 

Vice President: Gaurika Wahal, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 2nd year 

Secretary: Raunak Chharbra, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 2nd year 

Joint Secretary: Raj Rajeshwari Batra and Harsh, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 2nd year 

Treasurer: Rick Sunder Jena, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 2nd year 

 

 

Newsletter Editorial Team 

 

Editor-in-chief: Mehak Vohra, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 3rd year 

Editor: Vidhi Vivek, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 2nd year 

Cartoonist: Muskan Chauhan, B.A. (Hons.) Economics, 3rd year 

 

The team of young and exuberant students and faculty made this year a raging success by conducting 

numerous academic events, which saw a participation of around hundred scholars and students from 

across the city. The details on the sessions organized in the current session are as follows: 

  

  



Research Paper Writing Session 
 

Ecolibrium organized an interesting session on Research Paper Writing on 3rd February, 2023 to 

introduce students to research and to hone the art of writing and presenting research papers. The session 

was delivered by Ms Surily Sahay, a renowned independent scholar and a prestigious alumni of PGDAV 

college from the batch of 2019. The session was attended by several faculty members and undergraduate 

students, who found it to be a great opportunity to gain knowledge about the skills of research paper 

writing. 

 

 
Inaugural by Bursar Sir   Talk by Surily Sahay   Felicitation of speaker by Bursar Sir 



 
 

Team Ecolibrium and Faculty with the resource person Surily Sahay 

 

 

 

  



Ecolligence 2023 
 

Ecolibrium organized ECOLLIGENCE, the annual economics festival of the economics society 

of P.G.D.A.V. college on April 03, 2023 to celebrate and create awareness about India's G20 

presidency with the help of talks, debate and paper presentation on the theme of Vasudhaiva 

Kutumbakam: Contours of India’s G20 Presidency.  

 

Ecolligence commenced with lamp lighting ceremony along with Saraswati Vandana by Raaga, 

The Indian Music Society of PGDAV College after which Respected Principal Madam 

felicitated the speaker with sapling. The events included a speaker session by Dr. Sanjaya Baru, 

followed by intercollege paper presentation and conventional debate competitions. It was 

attended by faculty members, undergraduate students, postgraduate students and research 

scholars from prestigious educational and research institutions. The event involved discussion by 

young minds on the priority issues of G20 such as Green Development, Climate Finance, 

Inclusive Growth, Accelerating progress on Sustainable Development Goals, Technological 

Transformation, Women-empowerment, Multilateralism, etc. 

 

 
 

Respected Principal Ma’am Prof. Krishna Sharma felicitating Dr. Sanjaya Baru 



 
Light lamping ceremony by speaker and faculty  Saraswati Vandana by Raaga 

 

  



Speaker session by Dr. Sanjaya Baru 

 

The speaker session by Dr. Sanjaya Baru, economist and policy analyst, focused on discussing 

the pressing global economic issues. Dr. Baru provided insights about the history of G20, as well 

as the importance of its role in promoting international cooperation and coordination among the 

world's leading economies. He also highlighted a range of global economic issues, including 

trade policies, climate change, and the impact of the pandemic on the global economy.  

 

 
Dr. Sanjaya Baru speaking on the relevance of India’s G20 presidency   Speaker session by Dr. Sanjaya Baru 

 

One of the key takeaways from the session was the importance of multilateralism and 

collaboration in addressing complex global economic issues. The speaker emphasized the need 

for coordinated efforts to promote sustainable economic growth and development, reduce income 

inequality, and address the challenges posed by climate change. The audience actively 

participated in the session, asking questions and sharing their perspectives on the topics 

discussed. Altogether, it was a highly informative and engaging event that provided valuable 

insights into some of the most pressing issues facing the global economy today. 



 
Ardent audience during the speaker session 

 

Invited Speaker session 

 

Ecolligence 2023 witnessed research paper presentation by invited scholars Dr. Srishty Kasana 

and Mr. Naveen Kumar. Dr. Srishty Kasana, Assistant Professor, Daulat Ram College presented 

her research on the dynamics of climate change. Mr. Naveen Kumar, Research Scholar, 

Department of Economics, Delhi School of Economics presented his research paper on the 

macroeconomic impact of climate change on Total Factor Productivity using CS-ARDL model. 

The engrossing and interactive presentation by the speakers enlightened the audience about the 

recent research in the field of sustainable development and climate change. 

 

 
Research paper presentation by Dr. Srishty Kasana    Research paper presentation by Mr. Naveen Kumar  



 

 

Paper Presentation Competition 

 

Paper presentation competition on the topic of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam and the Contours of 

India’s G20 Presidency witnessed participation by nine undergraduate and postgraduate 

students from esteemed colleges including Lady Shriram College, Hindu College, SGGSCC, 

ARSD College, among many others. These papers were cherry picked from a pool of over 50 

papers received from educational institutions across the country. The presenters showcased their 

research on various priority issues of G20 such as green construction, green development, 

education and land development. The presentations were impressive and reflected the extensive 

research undertaken by the participants. The competition was judged by Dr. Indranil Chowdhury, 

Ms. Rimpy Kaushal, Dr Varun Bhushan and Dr. Deepika Kandpal from the Department of 

Economics, PGDAV College (M) and Dr Srishty Kasana from the Department of Economics, 

Daulat Ram College, University of Delhi.  

 

 

 
Paper presentation by Madhavi Sawhney, student from SGGSCC, University of Delhi Judges during the Paper Presentation Competition 

 

After careful evaluation, the judges declared Madhavi Sawhney from Sri Guru Gobind Singh 

College of Commerce the winner of the competition, for her paper presentation on the Education 

model in Delhi. The second prize was awarded to Anubhava Singhala from ARSD College for 



his presentation on the Land restoration economy. The third prize was awarded to Prerna Bhatia 

from PGDAV College (M) for her presentation on green construction. Overall, the competition 

was a raging success in demonstrating contemporary research on the economics of G20 and its 

priority areas. 

 

Conventional Debate Competition 

 

Ecolligence also hosted a conventional debate competition on the topic: G20 contributes to 

inclusive and sustainable development with strengthened multilateralism. Thirty five 

debaters from various colleges of the University of Delhi, including Delhi School of Economics, 

Sri Venkateswara College, Lady Shriram College and Hindu College  participated in the 

competition. The competition was judged by Ms Tanishi Kalra and Mr. Ankush Garg from 

Department of Economics, PGDAV College (M) and Ms. Vandana Rathore from Department of 

Economics, Vivekanand College, University of Delhi. Rachit Kapoor from Sri Venkateswara 

College and Devashish Rakshit from the Delhi School of Economics were awarded the Best 

Debater. The award for the Best Interjector was won by Sharanyam Singh from PGDAV College 

(E). The conventional debate competition turned out to be highly productive and fruitful in 

highlighting a variety of opinions and viewpoints on the economics of G20. 

 
Participant in conventional debate competition  Judges in conventional debate competition  



 

 

 
Winners of paper presentation competition and debate competition with the judges 

 

Newsletter 

 

The theme of 7th edition of Ecolibrium Newsletter 2022-23 is Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam and 

India’s G20 Presidency. The newsletter focuses on a rich set of issues related to Inclusive 

Development and Green Growth. The articles and news reels cover a wide variety of areas 

ranging from Climate action, climate finance, women empowerment and economic growth. The 

issue also provides insights about the research by Prof. Bina Agarwal, an Indian development 

economist and Professor of Development Economics and Environment at the Global 

Development Institute. 

 

Overall, with the encouragement and support of our Principal Madam Prof. Krishna Sharma, 

faculty and exuberant participation by the students, Ecolibrium has succeeded in achieving its 

goal of enhancing the understanding of modern economics and its problems and providing 

students a platform to showcase their research, debating and other academic skills, through 

numerous informative and thought-provoking sessions and competitions. Ecolibrium looks 

forward to hosting more such sessions in the following years.  

 

 

 



 
Team Ecolibrium 2022-23 
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        PGDAV COLLEGE, NEHRU NAGAR 
                     Department of Sanskrit 
 
                                 सं कृत िवभागीय काय म िववरण 2022-23 

 

 

           सं कृत िवभाग के ारा स - 2022-23 म 01 फरवरी 2023 से 11 फरवरी 2023 तक एक दश 

िदवसीय सं कृत संभाषण िशिवर का आयोजन िकया गया। 

           यह संभाषण िशिवर 01 फरवरी 2023 को बहत ही ग रमामय तरीके से शु  हआ था। उ ाटन के 

िवशेष अवसर पर सं कृत भारती, िद ली ांत के व र तम दािय ववान महामं ी ी सशुील कुमार उपि थत 

थे। इस अवसर पर ी सशुील कुमार न ेकहा िक आज थम िदन ह ैसं कृत म बोिलए आपका भाषा का 

सं कार बनेगा। दशे के पहले काननू मं ी बाबा साहेब भारत र न भीमराव अंबेडकर ने 1947 म कहा था 

िक भारत क  राजभाषा सं कृत ही होनी चािहए। भारत को भारत से जोड़न ेक  भाषा केवल सं कृत ह।ै इस 

िशिवर म 30 से अिधक छा  छा ाओ ंन ेभाग िलया। 

           पी.जी.डी.ए.वी. कॉलेज म आइ. य.ूए.सी, सं कृत िवभाग क  अकादिमक ईकाई सं कृत समवाय 

और सं कृत भारती, िद ली ांत के संयु  त वावधान म आयोिजत दश िदवसीय सं कृत संभाषण िशिवर 

के समापन समारोह म मु य अितिथ के प म कॉलेज क  ाचाया ो. कृ णा शमा न ेकहा िक सं कृत के 

अ ययन को िड ी तक सीिमत नह  रख और न ही वयं अपन ेतक रख। मैकाल ेक  िश ा प ित न ेहमारी 

ान पर परा को ही वं त कर िदया ह।ै अथाह ान के सागर स ेही हम सबको दरू कर िदया था। अब रा ीय 

िश ा नीित 2020 के बाद बहत अंतर आ गया ह।ै इसिलए हम सबको यि गत प से अ यापक  के 

साथ महािव ालय से लकेर घर प रवार म भी इसक  मह ा का चार सार करना चािहए। सं कृत क  

मिहमा को श द  म आंका नह  जा सकता। मझुे एक ही कमी खलती है िक अभी तक सं कृत के मह व 

को जनसाधारण तक नह  पहचंाया जा सका ह।ै आप सबको इसके चार सार के िलए आ ान करती ह।ं 

आप सबके हाथ म मोबाइल फोन ह,ै और सभी सोशल मीिडया पर सि य ह, वहा ंपर सं कृत के मह व 

को चा रत क िजए। इस अवसर पर अपने शु आती संबोधन म सं कृत िवभाग, पी. जी. डी. ए.वी. कॉलजे 

के िवभागा य  ो. िदलीप कुमार झा ने कहा िक देश िवदशे म सं कृत का पठन पाठन कैसे हो, इसके 



िलए सशुील जी लगातार यास करते रहते ह। भाषा के मह व को रेखािंकत करते हए उ ह ने कहा िक 

अं ेज 75 वष पहल ेचल ेगए लेिकन उनके ारा बनाए गए दासता के तीक अभी भी काफ  सं या म बचे 

हए ह। अभी हाल ही म राजपथ का नाम बदलकर कत य-पथ िकया गया ह,ै श द  म िकतना आकषण 

होता ह ैयह देिखए िक पूरा का परूा भाव बदल गया।  

              पीजीडीएवी कॉलेज सं कृत िवभाग के व र  ोफेसर िग रधर गोपाल शमा ने अंत म कहा  िक 

क ा म ज र उपि थत रह, आप िजतना पढ़ोगे भाषा म उतनी ही िनपुणता एवं द ता आएगी।  इस संभाषण 

िशिवर को िवभाग क  तरफ से सं कृत भारती के ारा येक शै िणक वष म आयोिजत िकया जाता ह।ै 

कोरोना काल म भी संभाषण िशिवर का आयोजन ऑनलाइन मा यम से िकया गया  था। थम वष एवं 

ि तीय वष के ब च  को पाठ्य म म लगे हए पेपर को पढ़ने म इस संभाषण िशिवर से बहत सहायता 

िमलती ह।ै ब च  को सही अथ  म बहत आनंद आएगा और जीवन पयत इसका लाभ िमलता रहगेा। 

इसिलए आप सभी इस दो घंटे क  क ा म उपि थत होकर यादा से यादा सं कृत बोलन ेका अ यास 

कर। इस अवसर पर िवभाग के सभी ा यापक उपि थत थे। 

  

 

 



____________________________________________________ 

 

“The greater we learn, the more our ignorance unfolds” John F. Kennedy 

With the same motive, KAIZEN-The Career Counselling Club of P.G.D.A.V College aims to make students 

aware of emerging career opportunities, assist them in identifying careers best suited to their own strengths 

and fosters their skills. It is a student-led community with teacher-convenors Ms Geetika Jaggi & Dr 

Deepika Kandpal who provide overall guidance & assistance in terms of obtaining logistical support for its 

activities. 

              

                   Our Faculty/Convenors                                            Team for the year 2022-23 

    

-  

President: Ashish Surana, B.Com. (Hons.), 3rd Year  

Vice President: Anant Agarwal, B.Com. (Hons.), 3rd Year 

Secretary: Ekamjeet Singh, B.Com. (Hons.), 3rd Year and Deeparsh Gandhi, BA Programme, 3rd Year  

Joint Secretary: Aanchal Bansal, B.Com. (Hons.), 3rd Year and Subhanshu, Bsc. Mathematical Sciences 

Treasurer: Aditya Grover, B.Com. (Hons.), 3rd Year 

Events/Sessions: The club holds two types of activities: in-house sessions and speaker events. This year 

our speaker sessions have been focused on making our members accustomed to the new opportunities 

available 

 Dr. Ritika Gugnani, Associate Professor & Chairperson PGDM-Marketing, Jaipuria Institute of 

Management, enlightened the students on the topic of "Careers in the VUCA world" on 30th 

September, 2022 

 Mr. Anshu Choudhary, an alumnus of P.G.D.A.V. College, currently studying at IIM Kozhikode, gave 

guidance about the “CAT Examination” by providing insights about his journey to IIM on 13th 

October, 2022 

 AECC Global provided an insightful session on “Career Paths for Higher Education Overseas”. Mr. 

Avadhesh Singh along with Ms. Kausani Shukla discussed the benefits of studying abroad, how to 

plan your overseas career, and what it takes to study abroad on 15th November, 2022  

 “International Education Reimagined” webinar hosted in collaboration with AECC Global on 24th 

March, 2023 

 



 

 

Shaastrarth:The Battle of Words 

Kaizen organized „„Shastraarth: The Battle of Words'', inter college Group Discussion and Extempore 

competition. The theme of the competition was "World 2050”. We received huge number of paid 

registrations from students across various universities. Group Discussion and Extempore were the two 

rounds that made up the competition's format. All in all, the event was a beautiful blend of fun and learning.  

 

 

In-House Session: 

In-house Sessions include a variety of activities such as Vocabulary, Book Reviews on wonderful books 

like- IKIGAI, Do Epic Shit, Aashaad Ke Din, and Metamorphosis; Travel Updates on Maldevta, Kempty 

Falls, Ram Jhula, Udaipur; Current Affairs like GDP, Budget; Historical Updates including discussions on 

various art forms of India, Sanskrit Shlokas and many more. In addition to these, our Convener and Co-

Convener give continuous feedback to the students and encourage them to perform better. Through these 

activities, students get an opportunity to brush up their skills and showcase the best version of themselves. 

 



 

 

 

Career Prospectus: 

We took a new initiative of posting informational content on Instagram about career opportunities from 

different fields. Careers discussed were Actuary, Blockchain Development, UI/UX Designs, Researchers, 

economists, Careers in Geography, Careers for Travel Enthusiasts, and Career as a Metaverse Expert.  

Since its inception, kaizen has been diligently working to ensure that our students are observant of coming-

to-age professions and improving their philosophy towards self-exploration. 

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES: 

 Instagram: Kaizenofficialpgdav 

 Facebook: Career Counselling Club -PGDAV College 

 Linkdeln: KAIZEN- The Career Counselling Club 

 Email: kaizenofficialpgdav@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 



 



SATARK ACTIVITIES 2022-23 (1st Sem)

1st KSS (TOPIC-CYBERCRIME AND GRIEVANCE
HANDLING) 30TH SEPTEMBER,2022

Satark The Consumer Club of PGDAV College conducted it’s first Knowledge Sharing
Session (KSS) on 30th September 2022.

In this session, our President,Shivani Arora and Vice President, Ritvik Bhayana
acknowledged the topic of Cybercrime and Grievance Handling, with some recent
examples and how we can report on these crimes.

They also gave us an insight on our duties to stop these crimes and different Cybercrime
Laws applicable in our country and stressed on the importance of Information Technology
Act in protection and ‘How to recover after a Cybercrime?’

The overall session helped the students and even the staff to become more aware about
how they can tackle the cybercrimes and contribution they can give to stop circulating fake
news. 70+ Students joined us, including faculty members, Executives and student team
contributed to make this session more Knowledgeable.

Conclusion
The motive of the session was that before moving to the ‘Digital World’ everyone should be
aware of cyber frauds and how to handle it. The session was very informative.
Stay Smart & Stay Satark !



SEMINAR ON INSURANCE AWARENESS
AND REDRESSAL (18TH OCTOBER 2022)

SATARK- The consumer awareness club of PGDAV College organised an offline
seminar on the topic- Insurance Awareness and Redressal 18th October 2022, in
the old Seminar hall.

In this seminar, we invited Mr.Pawan Kumar Bhalla, Managing Director at Raksha
TPA, an icon in the insurance sector to educate our students with insightful
information.

The overall session helped the students and even the Faculty members to become
more aware of types of insurance,how to tackle insurance fraud and its redressal.
The session had 110+ ( 67+ girls and 42+ boys) participants and faculty
members. It was an honour to have a guest speaker like him with whom students
had a doubt session. It was a really interactive session. The students got a clear
vision about the insurance sector.

The event was successful and everyone had great knowledge of Insurance. We thank
our Speaker & all the participants for making this Seminar a huge success.

Conclusion
The motive of the session was to make the youth aware of the importance of
insurance and various career opportunities.



STAY SMART, STAY SATARK!

E-WASTE DRIVE 2022-23

Every year SATARK-The Consumer Club organises an E-Waste Collection
Drive which motivates not only the students but also the faculty members to
collect the unmanageable amount of electronic waste (E-waste).

This year Satark started this drive on 12th October 2022. We collected almost
20 kg of e waste from the staff and our students.

Small steps for a sustainable future!

ORIENTATION’22 ON 15th November 2022

"Keep your face always toward the sunshine, and shadows will fall behind
you."
Satark-The Consumer Club of PGDAV College conducted an orientation session for
First year students on 15th November 2022. We explained the purpose and aim of
our society. Our convenor Dr. Anuradha Gupta explained various events Conducted
in session 2021-22 and our Secretary Khushi elaborated on the working of the five
departments of Satark.



The orientation was very interactive. All the doubts of new joiners were cleared by
our Joint Secretary, Aryan and the students got a clear insight about Satark, its aim,
motive and its Working.

The overall orientation session helped the students to become more aware of the
rights of a consumer, how to follow Sustainable living, and being a mindful consumer.
The session had 95+ ( girls 55 and 40 boys) students and faculty members.

Conclusion
The motive of the Orientation was to make the 1st year students aware about
Satark- The Consumer Club of PGDAV College and its working.

STAY SMART, STAY SATARK!

SATARK ACTIVITIES 2022-23 (SEM II)

2nd KSS (Consumer Awareness and
Redressal) 17th January 2023



SATARK - The consumer awareness club of PGDAV college organised its 2nd offline
knowledge-sharing session on the topic of - The Consumer Protection Act and Redressal
on 17th January.

The speakers were Satvik and Khushi. They made the audience aware of How consumers
must be aware of their rights and the three-tier procedure to seek redressals.

The session had an amazing response from students and faculty members with 95+
registrations. The speakers made the session really very interactive and the recent case
study discussion was the cherry on the cake.

Overall the session was informative and interactive.

The session helped the students and even the faculty members to become more aware
about how they can Complaint against the frauds and seek for redressal. 80+ Members (38
boys and 42 girls) joined us, including faculty members, Executives and student team
contributed to make this session more Knowledgeable.

Conclusion
The vision of this session was to make everyone aware of their rights as a consumer and to
enhance their knowledge about the same.

Stay SMART and Stay SATARK !



Poster Making Competition on ‘Say No
to Cosmetics’ in collaboration with
Consumer India
" SKIN BEAUTY "
IS IT BIGGER THAN YOUR LIFE ?
STOP-THINK
BEFORE YOU USE THE ' WAR PAINT '
LOOK DEEP NOT JUST
' SKIN-DEEP '

Satark - The Consumer Club of PGDAV College, organised an Inter-college Online
Poster-making competition dated 6th January 2023 to 20th January 2023 in Collaboration
with ‘𝗖𝗼𝗻혀𝘂𝗺𝗲𝗿혀 𝗜𝗻𝗱𝗶𝗮’. The topic for this competition was
SAY 'NO' TO COSMETICS.

We wanted people to be more conscious of what they are using, be it; a Expensive product,
lifestyle product, and our participants have used their creative minds effectively enough to

leave an impression on the minds of the people about the side effects of using Makeup.

With the active participation of students from different Colleges, We are really proud to
announce that this event was a huge success. With about 90+ outstanding entries Aanchal
Bansal of PGDAV College won first position, followed by Sanskiriti Sharma of SRCASW as
our First runner-up and Kashika Arora of PGDAV College as our Second runner-up. They
have shown that they stand out among champions and are the ultimate victor.

We express our sincere gratitude to Consumers India for judging our competition and
believing in us.

Congratulations to the Team, the entire Satark family, and our most beloved faculty members

for serving as pillars of strength all the time.

Last but not least, we want to convey our gratitude to everyone who contributed to making

this Competition a big success.

E- WASTE DRIVE 2023
Every year SATARK-The Consumer Club organised an E-Waste Collection
Drive which motivated not only the students but also the faculty members to
collect the unmanageable amount of electronic waste (E-waste).



This year Satark started this drive on 1Oth February 2023. We collected
almost 20 kg of e waste from the staff and our students.

3rd KSS (Budget 2023- Impacts on Consumer)

SATARK - The consumer awareness club of PGDAV college has organised its
3rd offline knowledge-sharing session on the topic Budget 2023- Impacts on
Consumers on 21st February 2023.

The speakers were Divyanshi (Technical Head) and our Content Executive
Akshita. They made the audience aware of Changes that the 2023 budget
has and how the consumers will get affected by it.

The session had an amazing response from students and faculty members
with 80+ registrations. The speakers made the session really very interactive
and all the students were really active during the session and the case study
discussion was the cherry on the cake.

Overall the session was informative and interactive.

The overall session helped the students and even the faculty members to
become more aware about the benefits one can claim under the new budget.



85+ Members (45 boys and 40 girls) joined us, including faculty members,
Executives and student team contributed to make this session more
Knowledgeable.

Conclusion
The vision of this session was to make everyone aware of Budget 2023- the
benefits and effects of it on consumers and to enhance their knowledge about
the same.

Stay SMART and Stay SATARK !

3. ARTICLE WRITING COMPETITION (INTRA COLLEGE
COMPETITION) 06th to 23rd FEBRUARY, 2023

Satark-The Consumer Club organised an Intra-College Article Writing Competition,
on the topic Empowering Consumers through clean energy transitions dated
06th February to 23rd February 2023.

This event was successfully led by our dedicated Satark members- Achint, Kajal,
Satvik.

We Invited articles for our annual newsletter “SATARK TIMES”. We received a
response of about 10+ entries in which some of the articles will be published in our
annual newsletter.



Congrats to the team and whole Satark family & our dearest faculty members for
being the constant strength pillars. In the end, most importantly, we'd like to express
our gratitude to each and everyone who did their part.

6. INTRA COLLEGE ‘COVER PAGE DESIGNING COMPETITION’
11th February TO 25th February, 2023

Satark in association with Consumers Forum organised an Intra-College Cover Page
Designing Competition, on the topic EMPOWERING CONSUMERS THROUGH
CLEAN ENERGY TRANSITIONS dated 11th February to 21st February 23..

This event was successfully led by our dedicated Satark members- Khushi Sardana,
Aryan and Divyanshi.

We would like to take immense pride in announcing that this event proved to be a
great success. We received a great response of about 30+ entries and Khushi
Sardana won the Competition.

We'd like to extend our gratitude to the Consumers Forum for believing in us.
Congrats to the team and whole Satark family & our dearest faculty members for
being the constant strength pillars. In the end, most importantly, we'd like to express
our gratitude to each and everyone who did their part in making this event a huge
success.

KSS 4 Quality and Standardization (24th
March 2023)
In this modern globalised world capable of mass production, quality and
standardisation is a must and it is imperative for the consumers to have
knowledge about standards of quality of product. So, Satark: The Consumer
Club of PGDAV College organised its 4th knowledge sharing session on
the topic ‘Quality and Standardisation’ on 24th March 2023.
The speakers were Ridhi and Sharad from our Satark team, who made this
last KSS of the session very informative and interactive. There were 100
registrations with over 39 boys and 43 girls attending the session, along with
faculty members.



Both of the speakers shed light on topics like advantages and importance of
quality standards, significance of standardisation, the BIS Act 2016 and
applicable redressal mechanism. Students especially found the discussion on
various marks of standardisation such as Hallmark, ISI, Agmark, etc.
Stay Smart, Stay Satark!

CONSUMIFIESTA’23- THE CONSUMER
FEST OF SATARK PGDAV

Satark- The Consumer Club of P.G.D.A.V college always engaged the students to be
aware and spread awareness. So, for the first time in the history of satark, we
organised the Consumer fest in our college. We conducted four big inter college
competitions in the offline mode on 10th April 2023. We also invited Mr Sunil
Prakash, President of Consumer Forum, Dr. Jayashree Gupta, President of
Consumer Forum, Dr Amita Gupta, Convenor Youth activities Consumers India, Ms.
Sakshi Verma and Dr Vandana Aggrawal, Founder & Advisor of Satark as chief
guests.



Following are the details of the events-

AD MAD- INTER COLLEGE AD MAKING COMPETITION
(10TH APRIL 2023)

Satark - The Consumer Club of PGDAV College, organised an Inter-college offline
Advertisement making competition under CONSUMIFIESTA’23. The topic for this
competition was ‘JAGO GRAHAK JAGO’.

We wanted to spread awareness about different misleading trade activities and how the
consumer can get justice through it. It makes us proud to say that we got under 50+
registrations for the competition out of which we invited 7 final entries in our college.

The competition was headed by our PR head Sharad Sharma, Tech executive Gautam
Kanojia and Content Executive Khushi Nagar.

The competition was judged by Mr. Sunil Prakash, President Consumer Forum, Ms. Nisha
Goel and Dr. Ritu Tanwar.

The winners of the competition were Team Abhijeet from CVS college, DU and Team
Ceati-witty from SGTB khalsa College.

Cheers to the whole team of satark for organising a big event successfully.



BATTLE OF WORDS- INTER COLLEGE DEBATE
COMPETITION (10TH APRIL 2023)

Satark - The Consumer Club of PGDAV College, organised an Inter-college offline Debating
competition under CONSUMIFIESTA’23 in Collaboration with ‘𝗖𝗼𝗻혀𝘂𝗺𝗲𝗿혀 𝗜𝗻𝗱𝗶𝗮’. The topic
for this competition was ‘Do Advertisements Enlighten or Trap the viewer’?

We wanted to spread awareness about the different misleading advertisements and how the
consumer gets influenced by it. It makes us proud to say that we got under 150+
registrations for the competition out of which we invited 12 final entries in our college.

The competition was headed by our Content head Achint Arora, PR executive Aditya Sahu
and Content Executive Akshita Singh.

The competition was judged by Dr. Jayashree Gupta, President Consumer India and Ms.
Amita Gupta, Convenor Youth activities Consumers India, Dr. Vandana Aggarwal, Satark
Founder and Dr. Rajni Jagota, Associate Professor, Department of Commerce.

The winners of the competition were Sharanyam Singh from PGDAV Eve, DU and Reet
Malik from KNC, DU.

Cheers to the whole team of satark for organising a big event successfully.



LIGHTS! CAMERA! CAPTION! - INTER COLLEGE
CAPTION WRITING COMPETITION (10TH APRIL 2023)

Satark - The Consumer Club of PGDAV College, organised an Inter-college offline Caption
writing competition under CONSUMIFIESTA’23 in Collaboration with ‘𝗖𝗼𝗻혀𝘂𝗺𝗲𝗿혀 𝗜𝗻𝗱𝗶𝗮’. The
theme for the same was consumerism, brands and AI.

We wanted to spread awareness about the wrong buying behaviour of the people and how
big brands are using it for their benefits. It makes us proud to say that we got under 100+
registrations for the competition out of which we invited 15 final entries in our college.

The competition was headed by our Content executive Kajal Mehta, Organising executive
Shreya Boghal and Technical Head Divyanshi.

The competition was judged by Dr. Jayashree Gupta, President Consumer India and Ms.
Amita Gupta, Convenor Youth activities Consumers India and Ms. RVS Chumila, Assistant
Professor.

The winners of the competition were Aryan Arora from PGDAV, DU and Vanshika Kalia from
Hansraj, DU.

Cheers to the whole team of satark for organising a big event successfully.

BEST OUT OF E WASTE - INTER COLLEGE
CREATIVITY COMPETITION (10TH APRIL 2023)



Satark - The Consumer Club of PGDAV College, organised an Inter-college offline Best out
of Ewaste competition under CONSUMIFIESTA’23 in Collaboration with ‘𝗖𝗼𝗻혀𝘂𝗺𝗲𝗿혀
Forum’. The participants were supposed to make the best out of E waste.

We wanted to spread awareness about the ways by which we can reuse the e waste and
how one should dispose it. It makes us proud to say that we got under 20+ registrations for
the competition out of which we invited 5 final entries in our college.

The competition was headed by our Tech executive Vishal Raj, Fine Arts executive Drishti
and Organizing Head Khushi Gupta.

The competition was judged by Mr. Sunil Prakash, President Consumer Forum, Dr.
Anuradha Gupta, Convener Satark and Ms. Megha Mandal, Assistant Professor.

The winners of the competition were Shivangi and Archana (First Position) from Mata Sundri
College and Kavita Nagar (Second Position) from Gargi College.

Cheers to the whole team of satark for organising a big event successfully.

Faculty Team-
1. Dr. Vandana Aggarwal- Founder and Advisor.
2. Dr. Anuradha Gupta- Convenor.
3. Ms. Sakshi Verma



4. Dr. Ritu tanwar
5. Ms. Nisha Goel
6. Ms. Megha Mandal
7. Ms. RVS Chuimila

OB Team
1. Shivani Arora- President
2. Ritvik Bhayana- Vice President
3. Khushi Sardana- Secretary
4. Aryan Maan- Joint Secretary

Core Team
1. Achint Arora- Content Head
2. Kajal Mehta- Content executive
3. Akshita Singh- Content executive
4. Divyanshi Singh- Technical Head
5. Vishal Raj- Technical Executive
6. Gautam Kanojia- Technical Executive
7. Sharad Sharma- PR and Fine Arts Head
8. Aditya Sahu- Promotion Executive
9. Drishti kingrani- Fine Arts executive
10. Khushi Gupta- Organising Head
11. Shreya Bhogal- Organising Executive
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N.S.S unit of the P.G.D.A.V college is divided into two departments 

i.e. , primary and secondary. 

 

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT 

- Women development cell 

-Rural development 

- Astitva 

- Person with disabilities 

SECONDARY DEPARTMENT 

-Technical 

-Promotion 

-Anchoring 

-Creative 

-Organizing 

-Blogging 

 

Currently, N.S.S unit has 120 active volunteers. Out of 120, 65 boys and 55 girls are playing 

crucial role in serving the nation. The unit has adopted Pratap Nagar Slum area near the 

P.G.D.A.V college campus. The volunteers regularly visit these areas for awareness 

campaigns such as- Financial Inclusion , Health related schemes and health related disease 

awareness. N.S.S unit is the platform for students that help the students to empower them 

through self handling , tackling difficulties during the  interaction with  underprivileged 

people  and slum areas. They are developing their skills , ability, and knowledge .  As  N.S.S 



volunteer, one gets great and wider opportunity for interacting , learning and organising 

programs, talks , seminars, webinars online, and offline. The unit also provide facilities to 

those children’s who dropout their studies in the midway. The unit is also providing 

computer training to 10-12 students under the programme - “DIGITAL LITERACY AND 

COMPUTER PROGRAMME” 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS – 

1- Ruhani , from the N.S.S unit was selected for MYGOV Campus Ambassador 

Programme, of MYGOV India , the world’s largest engagement platform. 

2- The unit runs Voter’s Literacy Club – the platform for students learning and being 

good voters and citizens. Know the value of vote and role of voters in country.  

3- N.S.S unit has been running a centre for underprivileged and weaker section students 

– Astitva department. 

4- N.S.S  unit has successfully completed the initiative to impart computer training to 15 

students. 

     

 

 

 

 

 



HAR GHAR TIRANGA CAMPAIGN 

On India's 75th Independence Day, N.S.S. P.G.D.A.V. organized various events to celebrate this valuable day. Firstly, 

all volunteers were sent to slums to create awareness about Har Ghar Tiranga. Secondly, all volunteers along with 

teachers went for a rally inside the college campus. Lastly, a photobooth was installed for students to click pictures 

of them with Tiranga and balloons which was a great success. The Har Ghar Tiranga campaign and it brought out the 

true sense of patriotism. 

 
 

BLOOD PRESSURE CAMP 

On 9th September, after the hypertension awareness event BP check-up camp was organized in front of the bank 

area in the college. In this camp many teachers, students and other members of our college came to check their BP 

and the team GLENMARK told everyone symptoms of BP problem and how to tackle this problem. The response was 

mind blowing!! 

 

                                          
 

DIWALI/ CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION 

Towards Diwali , we conducted cleanliness drives along with several competitions such as Diya Making, Card Making 

and Photography. The diyas and the greeting cards were distributed to the slums. We also saw slum area children 

coming to our college with their amazing talents such as dancing and singing and we whole heartedly treated them 

with gifts and food from our canteen.  

 

 
 



NATIONAL PEACE DAY 

The event of National Peace Day was observed on 21st September. The event was successfully conducted with the 

active no. of participation from the students, taking a parade around the college. We also conducted a pledge 

ceremony delivering the message to all others present. 

 

 

 

SUICIDE AWARENESS 

During the exam season, we couldn't conduct activities offline, so we had an online webinar on the topic "Suicide 

Awareness and Prevention" and it was a huge success as well. Overall, 2022 was filled with happiness, cheer, lots of 

activities and whole lots of fun for our NSS Unit.  

 

 

PARAKRAM DIWAS 

On the Occasion of The Birth Anniversary of Neta Ji Subhas Chandra Bose, N.S.S PGDAV COLLEGE (University of 

Delhi) triumphantly organized a seminar on Prakram Diwas on January 23 , 2023 in the Old Seminar hall. 

The Chief Guest for the day was Col.Dr.Mohinder Pal Singh sir, who is a graduate from St. Xavier's college Mumbai , 

an Vetran , Defence Analyst holds a degree of doctorate in International relations and a gold medalist in Msc. 

 

 

 

 



REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION 

On 74th Republic Day, N.S.S P.G.D.A.V organized a ' Pledge ceremony‟ on 25 January 2023. All the N.S.S volunteer 

took oath of being a responsible voter and citizen of the country, the oath was administered by Our Principal Ms. 

Krishna Sharma and the Programme officer Mr. Ramveer Singh. 

The students wrote and expressed their thoughts and feelings about *'INDIAN CONSTITUTION* ' and *'VOTERS 

DAY* ' by writing them and pasting them on the board. 

The children from slum area were called upon and were engaged in some creative and playful activities . 

 

 

 

THALASSEMIA CHECK-UP CAMP 

On 31st of January, we the members of the NSS P.G.D.A.V. in collaboration with the Rotaract Club of Delhi Pegasus, 

organised a free *Thalassaemia Check-Up Camp* in the college campus. Thalassemia is an inherited blood disorder 

characterized by less oxygen-carrying protein (haemoglobin) and fewer red 

blood cells in the body than normal. 

 
 

BLOOD DONATION CAMP 

N.S.S. P.G.D.A.V successfully conducted a blood donation camp in collaboration with Rotary Delhi Qutub (a club 

with Kargil War Veterans as members) with the aim of helping to meet the blood requirements of patients in need. 

The donors got certificates, t-shirts, and refreshments, along with lots of blessings and well-wishes from the recipients, 

as the blood donated will be contributed towards the service of Indian military personnel.  

 



 

CLOTH DONATION DRIVE 

On 23rd January, we the members of N.S.S P.G.D.A.V conducted a „Cloth Donation Drive‟, where the students of 

PGDAV donated their clothing items to help the needy ones. The event turned out to a fruitful one as the students 

showed the utmost generosity in donating the clothes. Students donated cloths received an E-certificate as mark for 

their liberality.  

 
 

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 

N.S.S P.G.D.A.V has taken a remarkable initiative to provide a computer crash course to women, equipping them with the 

essential digital skills required in today's world. NSS's computer crash course for women is a step towards gender equality 

and women's empowerment. 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL TRIBAL FESTIVAL  

The National Tribal Festival was organised at New Delhi by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs and Tribal Cooperative 

Marketing Development Federation of India to celebrate, cherish and promote the spirit of tribal craft, culture, cuisine 

and commerce. The Mahotsav was scheduled from 16th to 27th February 2023 at Major Dhyan Chand Stadium, New 

Delhi. 50  Volunteers from the unit had participated in  serving   in the inaugural function on 16th February 2023 at 

Major Dhyan Chand National Stadium, New Delhi. 

 

 

 



 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INFRASTRUCTURE , INFORMATION AND INNOVATION FOR 

BUILDING NEW BHARAT  

 The  Inaugural Ceremony of the International Conference  on Infrastructure, Information and Innovation for Building 

New Bharat was  scheduled on 10 November at Multipurpose Hall, University Sports Complex. Hon'ble Vice 

President of India Shri Jagdeep was invited as the chief guest of the event in this regard 5 volunteers from our NSS 

unit had  actively participated and served effectively.  

 

 

CENTENARY RUN  

The university of Delhi had organised a centenary run under the slogan “RUN FOR DU” to commemorate 75 years of 

the country‟s independence. Youth icon and Olympic gold medallist Neeraj chopra had flagged off the run from 

university sports complex ground , in regard to this event 20 volunteers from Nss pgdav had efficiently participated 

for maintaining discipline.  

 

 

 

 

 



RUN FOR UNITY  

On 31 October 2022, Delhi university had organised an unity run and an unity pledge to celebrate the birth 

anniversary of sardar vallabhbhai patel who is known for his supreme patriotism, iron will, and courage of conviction. 

5 volunteers of N.S.S P.G.D.A.V had actively participated and also taken part in the unity pledge ceremony.  

 

 

19st BIRTH ANNIVERSARY OF APJ ABDUL KALAM 

On the eve of 19st birth anniversary of Missile Man Bharat Ratan Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam N.S.S had organised a lecture 

that was delivered by Mr. Mahendra Ranga IRS, Principal Commissioner, DoLA, Department of Revenue, 

Government Of India (empanelled for Additional Secretary in Govt. Of India), the speaker interacted in different ways 

and motivated for success and happiness in life. 

                       

 

 

NSS DAY CELEBRATION  

N.S.S P.G.D.A.V celebrated NSS Day on the 24th of september .we strive for a better world and promote the cause of 

community service. Our team celebrated its remarkable date of establishment by celebrating NSSday and remarking 

the occasion by inviting and gathering young minds on bringing their ideas on how to contribute more to our society. 

We witnessed a large number of active participation of students as well as teachers. These talented brains flooded our 

team with numerous plans and proposals. 

We can proudly say that we now have a big number of objectives and goals to achieve. 



                                                       

 

VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2022 

On the occasion of vigilance awareness week 2022, N.S.S P.G.D.A.V had organised four events. 

The unit started with the integrity pledge ceremony, followed by the exciting and engaging debate competition ,the 

Vigilance awareness week ended with the breath-taking Nukkad Natak , presented by N.S.S members and the rally og 

3km to raise our voice against corruption. The nukkad natak was performed at college premises, slum and the streets 

of nearby areas of Nehru Nagar. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SEVAARTH 2023 

On 31st march 2023 N.S.S P.G.D.A.V had organised its annual fest “SEVAARTH” to bring an exceptional opportunities 

to break free from the sheel and dive head first into the realm of the highest calibre events, few of the events are -

SASHAKT- mehendi completion , ALANKRIT-face painting competition  , STREET PLAY COMPETITION ,ULLAS-dance 

performance by N.S.S  astitva children  ,SAMARTH- the pwd talent hunt programme, SANGHARSH-inter N.S.S 

competition  ,JAZBAAT- open mic competition  ,DRISHYAM- Art exhibition , DEEDAR- Reel making competition. With 

the immense pleasure the unit had invited Shri Prem Prakash Sir who is an ex IPS officer. 

 

 



 

 



Bharat Ratna Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Memorial Lecture Series, 2023 

To commemorate Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar’s birth anniversary, a lecture-series is organized 

every year by P.G.D.A.V. College. This year also it was organized on 18 April 2023, in New 

Seminar Hall, on the topic, ‘Bharat Ratna Baba Saheb Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's contribution in 

nation building’. The talk was delivered by Sh. Hitesh Sankar (Editor, Journalist and Writer). In 

his lecture, he briefly described the indelible contributions of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar to India's 

progress. Principal, Dr. Krishna Sharma also highlighted the contribution of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar 

in nation building. A documentary based on the life of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar was shown to the 

students. In this sequence on 17/04/2023 essay writing, elocution and poetry competition was 

also organized on the topic ‘Bharat Ratna Baba Saheb Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's contribution in 

nation building’. In which the students who got first, second and third position were rewarded 

with mementoes, certificates and cash prizes by the chief guest and speaker of the lecture Mr. 

Hitesh Shankar and Prof. (Dr.) Krishna Sharma. Special thanks to our principal, Prof. (Dr.) 

Krishna Sharma for her cooperation and encouragement. Had she not given her unconditional 

support, it would have been impossible to conduct this programme successfully. 

Convener: Dr. Shamsher Singh. 

 

 


